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ABSTRACT
THEOLOGICAL EMPOWERMENT:
ENGAGING LAITY IN MULTICULTURAL MARKETPLACE MINISTRY
by
James Rodney Curpanen
Tbe purpose of tbis study was to explore the dynamics of an interfaith encounter
and its effect on Christians who were uncomfortable in sharing the gospel in a cross-
cultural environment. The areas designed for testing the impact of the interfaith encounter
were metacognitive (level of cultural awareness), cognitive (knowledge on similarities
and differences), motivational (drive and interest) and behavioral (adaptability to
intercultural situations). My hypothesis was that a live experience in the form of an
mterfaith or intercultural encounter would create a certain dynamic that would increase
the self-confidence of the church members because they would be stretched to revisit
their own conviction and their Holy Scripture, forced to deal with any presence of
ethnocentrism, and experience firsthand an interfaith exchange of a higher level and
intensity than their everyday normal conversations. Findings suggest that participants
experienced changes that began a process of finding ways to bridge the gap between them
and those of other faiths and cultures, and they sought ways to improve their
communication of the gospel message.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
When the Jehovah's Witnesses knock on the doors of the Presbyterians to share
their \ iews ofGod, truth, and world (or end of the world), usually the hosts have no
response and struggle to start an intelligent conversation. When the Pentecostals conduct
a door-to-door campaign and argue that their practice of baptism is scriptural, while that
ofthe Presbyterian member is erroneous, the attempts ofthe latter to counter-propose are
weak. At work their Muslim friends dispute the divinity of the very Christ in whom they
ha\ e placed their trust and acknowledge as Savior and Lord. On the street, the Hare
Krishna group hands them a tract and invites them to come experience the way of
devotion. Their gentle and kind Baha'i neighbor renders them various services,
explaining that these actions come from their belief in unity: "Whatever religion we have,
we are all one." They are invited to weddings or religious functions ofMarathi or Tamil
colleagues, but do not know how to make the most of these opportunities to leam about
the various worldviews. Occasions for gift exchanges abound, the practice is so much a
part of our rainbow culture, and yet to share the wonderftil gift ofGod's grace, the gift of
God in Christ, just does not happen that easily.
The leaders of the Presbyterian Church ofMauritius are concemed that the church
is in a state of inertia concerning mission that necessitates crossing of cultural borders.
They are expressing concems that the church members are unable to articulate their faith
in such a way that it communicates well.
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The Presh\ tcrian has to contend with the very strong influence of the Roman
Catholics and the aggressive witnessing of the Pentecostals, as well as with the very
knowledgeable and biblically literate Sc\ enth Day Adventists. In the midst of all these
propositions, the members of the minority Protestant group have a hard time affirming
their own Christian identity. Year after year they express their wish to affirm themselves
and to be bold in sharing their own understanding and experiences ofGod, as revealed in
Jesus Christ. Unfortunately, from time to time the opposite happens: members leave to
join another faith group (Christian or not) or just drop out, confused with too many gods,
or too many ways to the One Being. Interestingly enough, to have the Presbyterian in
mixed marriage \\ ith any of the above mentioned is quite common, which shows that
despite the differences, the context is not hostile.
Mauritius is a multicultural island with a majority of Hindus subdivided into
various religious expressions and speaking several languages, such as Bhojpuri, Marathi,
Telegu, Hindi, Tamil, and Urdu. The people of Hindu faith make up 49.4 percent of the
Mauritian population. The Muslims form a very strong minority but are still larger than
the various Evangelical and Protestant churches put together. Approximately 16.64
percent of the population is Muslim, the majority being Sunni Muslims. The Ahmadhya
group is also present on the island. Buddhist adherents number approximately eight
thousand. Other faith groups that are becoming more mission minded in their endeavor to
recruit new members are the Baha'i, the Mormons, and the Jehovah's Witnesses. From an
ethnic perspective, the authorities classify the population into three groups, namely, the
Indo-Mauritians (66 percent), the Sino-Mauritian (3 percent), and the General Population
(31 percent). The latter is made up of Franco-Mauritians and the Creoles, a mixed race
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mostly of slave origin, but now includes descendants of numerous inter-marriages. The
majority of the General Population is Roman Catholic.
The members ofthe Presbyterian Church live in this context. In such a situation,
they face competitive propositions and have their faith challenged. The members feel
some sentimental attachment to the church, but cannot articulate a confession that would
affirm their identity, one that should be grounded in the person ofGod as revealed in the
very Scripture that they claim informs the life and practice of their church. The members
further understand they play a significant role as a church that has withstood two
centuries of various changing societies. In each period, the church has stood firm as a
witoess ofthe gospel and has reached out, has served faithflilly, and has contributed to
making a difference. Today the society is shaped differently. Once again the church faces
the challenge of how to build bridges with its neighbors in such a way that it can enjoy
the task of sharing the amazing news ofGod's love in Jesus Christ. The members of the
Presbyterian Church are quite familiar with sharing the gospel within the group labeled
the general population, from which the majority of the members come. The task becomes
more difficult and is even a major hurdle when it comes to sharing one's faith story
across cultural and religious borders. The leaders would wish to see the members
articulating the gospel in their work place, in their neighborhood, and outside the
church's safe boundaries.
At this very moment, the church is in a three-year program to disciple its
members with the hope that in the following two years they will enter an evangelization
program. The time is right to prepare for that second phase. This study proposes to assist
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in this endeavor of empowering laity to minister by taking the risk to go beyond its walls
and into the public arena.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the metacognitive, cognitive,
motivational, and behavioral changes in the participants of a workshop on how to engage
in cross-cultural ministry on the island ofMauritius.
Research Questions
In order to evaluate the impact of the seminar that would dispense the teaching
series, 1 identified the following research questions.
Research Question #1
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed cultural sensitivity questionnaire
#1 before the workshop, on engaging in cross-cultural ministry?
Research Question #2
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed cultural sensitivity questionnaire
#2 after the workshop, on engaging in cross-cultural ministry?
Research Question #3
What element or elements of the seminar contributed most in bringing about the
observed changes?
Definition of Terms
A few terms related to this study need to be defined.
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Cross-Cultural Ministry
In this study the term cross-cultural ministry means the actions members of the
congregations undertake outside their immediate circle of influence. Within the larger
context where they li\ e cross-cultural ministry means crossing over into a world other
than that in which they normally feel comfortable.
Metacognitive
The term metacognitive refers to the level of awareness and ability to plan
interactions with other culmres or faith groups.
Cogniti>e
The term cognitive refers to the knowledge and understanding to be gained about
people of other faiths and cultures. The knowledge and understanding will be about their
concept ofGod and their worldviews. Cognition is the level of understanding of how
cultures are similar and different.
Behavior
The word behavior refers to actions that are taken by members of the church to
serve others outside the walls of the church, by investing time, resources, or such other
means to demonstrate the love of Christ. Behavior is the level of adaptability to work
with other faith groups or culmrally different people.
Motivation
The word motivation refers to the drive that one has to adapt to multicultural
situations. Motivation is the level of interest and confidence one exhibits in situations of
cultural and faith plurality.
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Ministry Intervention
The study involved establishing a profile of the church members in terms of what
knowledge they had of people around them, what was their drive and interest in relating
to those who exhibited different lifestyles and held different.worldviews, and whether
they were involved in any form of action or activity that was a way of serving these
people. The participants completed a Likert-type questionnaire, which also included two
open-ended questions, to establish the required profile. After collecting this data, a
seminar followed with a series of teachings on the subject of reaching across the borders
of one's own zone of comfort in terms of faith and culture, and serving as one sent by
Christ and in the name of Christ. The main thrust of the seminar was on the triune God as
a God who sends, as well as the Incamation as a model for cross-cultural engagement.
The seminar followed a certain format in its philosophy of pedagogy as follows: taking
stock ofwho we are as Christian believers, preparing ourselves to have the proper
attitude to listen to other ways of believing, encountering those of other faiths in a model
of dialogue, interaction and reflection in the light of the Bible, and rearticulating one's
faith and finding new ways of sharing the gospel as a gift. I expected the participants to
practice the teachings by devising an activity that would connect them with one or several
persons of another faith. After the seminar, 1 administered a second data-collecting
exercise to study whether significant change occurred in the areas mentioned:
metacognition, cognition, motivation, and behavior. Participants answered a second
Likert-type questionnaire, again, including two open-ended questions. After three
months, some participants were gathered to take part in a focus group. This experiment
took place over a period of five months starting in September 2012 and ending in January
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2013. 1 expected that the members would be empowered to do ministry beyond the walls
ofthe church by living and sharing their faith in the market square.
Context
This smdy took place in the larger context of the country of Mauritius. The
research was conducted within one denomination, the Presbyterian Church, considered a
mainline Protestant e\ angelical church. At least one parish in the town of Phoenix is
surrounded by a majority ofMuslim and Hindu communities, but in general, the church is
a \ ery small minority dispersed in neighborhoods that are mixed in culture and religious
practices. Those who responded to the invitation to participate in this exercise came from
the various parishes. Thirty-two participants formed the core for the smdy.
Methodology
The core group mentioned above comprised part of a community that expressed
hesitation and apprehension in sharing its faith. The smdy considered how to bring about
a change and cause a certain interest and motivation to move out of one's habitual zone.
1 used a qualitative, exploratory, mixed methodology with pre- and post-
intervention surveys. Participants kept journals throughout, and 1 acted as a participant
observer. The smdy ended with a focus group. 1 hypothesized that a workshop emulating
real-life settings and teachings grounded in the Scripmre would bring about change by
consolidating participants' identities and giving assurance in cross-culmral
communications .
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Participants
The participants in this study were members of the Presbyterian Church of
Mauritius. The invitation was open to the laity from 1 8 years old and above. Thirty-two
individuals participated.
Instrumentation
1 administered a pretest questionnaire at the beginning of the seminar and a
posttest questioimaire at the end. The pretest asked the participants fifteen questions
using a validated questioimaire to determine their level of cultural sensitivity. The
posttest measured the changes in the metacognitive and cognitive areas based on the new
knowledge and encounters dispensed by the intervention. The test also indicated whether
the participants had changes in motivation and whether those motivations resulted in
participants engaging in new behavior. After three month's fieldwork, a last collection of
data was done through the focus group.
Variables
The intervention seminar was the independent variable, while the dependent
variable was the change that occurred in terms ofmetacognition, cognition, motivation,
and behavior seen in concrete missional actions.
Data Collection
Thirty-two people composed ofmen and women, as well as some young people
above the age of 18, participated in the project. The shtdy spanned a period of five
months, with a seminar held over two weekends at the beginning of the five months. Data
was collected at three points in time. The first session in the seminar included the
administration of a pretest questionnaire. In the last session, the posttest questionnaire
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was administered. After three months of fieldwork to assimilate and practice what was
leamed, the group was assembled, and 1 administered the third instmment in the form of
afocus group. The focus group w as a semi-stmctured interview.
Data .\nalysis
Thirty-t\\ o participants including men, women, and youth filled in survey
questions to determine their le\ el of sensitivity to the culmres and faiths around them,
and to establish a profile of each participant at that point in time. The profile identified
metacogniti\ e. cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels in relation to other culmres
on the island. The areas tested were metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and
behavioral. Dr. Janet Dean, who has expertise in analyzing statistics, processed the data.
A focus group meeting after participants had undergone an intervention in relation to the
issue at hand provided qualitative assessment of the changes in the form of a workshop
series.
Generalizabiiit\'
This smdy was carried out in a mainline Protestant church, the Presbyterian
Church ofMauritius. The church is small when compared to other Christian
denominations on the island. Although the various congregations making up the
denomination were not homogenous, they were composed mainly of people with some
affinity in the sense of their theology, language, traditions, and customs, as well as church
practice. Certain themes, concems, and principles may be referred to for other smdies or
may be adapted to other simations. The study is significant in terms of smdying the
transformation of a group from inertia to serving outside its comfort zone with certain
risk taking. The research also demonstrated that in a situation where a formal training
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institution does not exist, a small church can be creative in seeking available resources.
The workshop was designed to this specific context, but the idea may be adapted to other
simations.
Theological Foundation
The Presbyterian Church has at the very beginning of its constimtion document a
confession expressing its belief in the triune God. Some sixteen years ago, the church
attempted to write its vision and mission statements. The exercise was not carried through
based on the reasoning that a mission statement in the form of a Great Commission had
already been provided by the Lord of the church in Matthew 28: 1 8-20. The danger is that
at times mission statements just as well as confessions and creeds can be taken for
granted, and they remain documents filed away in memories. The question always
remains as to whether the church really takes time to revisit confessions, creeds and
mission decisions. The church has since grown in various ways but never really engaged
itself in reaching out across culmres. The Scriptural foundation for this exercise was the
theology of the Trinity and Incamation, which the Presbyterian Church expresses as
foundational in its church constimtion.
God as Trinity and God as community took birth in the context of humanity and
became for the church a model ofministry and mission (John's prologue). In a sense, the
church entered other people's contexts, listened to their stories, and understood their
questions and their stmggles to make sense ofGod, themselves, and their world. Only
then did the congregation fmd bridges to cross with the message ofthe person ofGod
who comes to each person in Jesus Christ and joumeys with them by the Holy Spirit.
John's gospel records Jesus promising his disciples that he would send the Spirit of tmth
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from the Father, the Spirit that would proceed from the Father to tliem, and that the Holy
Spirit would testify to the Lord, just as the disciples were also to be witnesses of the Lord
(John 14:26-27).
The apostle Paul understood this idea of the Word becoming flesh as a call for
him to identify \\ ith the people he wished to reach out to. Paul writes in his first letter to
the Corinthian church how he operates. His strategy is to enter the world of the Jews, of
those under the law or not under the law, the weak or the slave, in order to communicate
the love ofGod and save some (1 Cor. 9: 19-23). In Acts 14, Paul responds to the people
in Lysfra according to their belief system. In Acts 17, Paul addresses the Athenians in
their own setting, using their poets and their worldview. Peter, in Acts 10, is forced to
break away from his limited understanding and practice ofministry to venmre into a less
comfortable place, that of the Gentiles and God-fearers.
How ever, mission does not start from the needs around the church or the
missionary. The model for mission goes far back to before Peter and Paul. As Stephen
Seamands writes
Mission, then, was first an attribute ofGod before it was an activity of
individual Christians or the church. It is derived from God's triune namre,
from the sending ofGod and should be grounded primarily in the doctrine
ofGod, not the doctrine of salvation or the church. (160-61)
This smdy was founded upon this understanding. Seamands goes on to say that people
are not motivated to become missionaries out of the Great Commission or for the
desperate needs of the world but because, "It is God's own mission in which we are
invited to participate. The church is not as much a sending agency as it is a sent agency"
(161). According to the teaching of Jesus in the gospel of John, and picked up by
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Seamands, we are sent because the triune God is Sender (Father), Sent (Son), and
Sending (Holy Spirit).
How ard Peskett and Vinoth Ramachandra begin their book with this rationale:
"All Christian mission finds its root and fountainhead in the God whom we worship,
revealed in Scripture as Father. Son and Holy Spirit" (11). This study is set in a context
of multi-faiths. In such a context, confiision exists regarding how God connects
intimately w ith humanity. The doctrine of the Trinity stands as vital to a Christian
understanding, first to the Christian, and then as the believer relates to other religions.
Alister E. McGrath in Understanding the Trinity uses a metaphor of a person who
discovers a three dimensional reality of the world after creeping out of a dungeon where
the only knowledge of reality was a two-dimensional sketch. He uses this metaphor to
show the place of incamation, as God speaking to us in the past in many ways, but today
by his Son (94-95).
This smdy rests upon the doctrine of the triune God, but is also about engaging
our culmres. The perspective taken is that the church needs to be transformed for mission.
A text very much appropriate for the Mauritian context is Colossians 1 : 1 5-28. The author
of the epistle affirms Christ's superiority, his pre-eminence, over all other powers. The
church's desire to engage in mission "stands or falls with the absoluteness ofChrist. . ."
(Peskett and Ramachandra 22). N. T. Wright notes that the early Christian communities
were themselves transformed by this revelation ofGod, and it informed their praxis, that
is, caring across barriers (363). This awareness and its subsequent action would indeed be
an amazing step of growth for the local Mauritian church in its world ofmulticultures. In
the words of David J. Bosch, "To participate in mission is to participate in the movement
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ofGod's lo\e toward people, since God is a fountain of sending love" {Transforming
Mission 390). This study is. therefore, based on the understanding that the divine is a
Triune God, who entered human space and time in the person of Jesus Christ, and the
church, \\ hich the Holy Spirit ofGod brought into being becomes a church sent to take
birth in a \ ariet> of culmres.
Overview
Chapter 2 establishes the foundational review of literature in the areas of inter
faith encounters, mission ofGod {missio Dei), and the engaging of culmres within an
understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity. Chapter 3 presents the methodology. Chapter
4 reports the fmdings of the smdy. In Chapter 5, 1 analyze the results and discuss the
findings as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
The twenty-first century is well on its way to new configurations in all areas of
hfe be they economics or politics at mega-level or micro-level, travel or sports, or just the
neighborhood and its everyday comings and goings. The world has shifted tremendously
with globalization and people movements, whether it is the business community in its
strategic move to cover as much marketing ground as possible, or the migrants following
Eldorado dreams, or reftigees seeking a safe haven. The church faces the challenge to
respond to these changes and to be prepared to shift the way it ministers, the way it
conducts mission, and the way it shares the gospel. In other words, the church needs to
adjust itself to the context and guide the believers in Christ to make their holy text speak
in relevant fashion to the changing world. These followers of Christ wake up to new
neighbors, to new faiths, and new culmres. The World Council of Churches observes that
this changing simation is also true for other faith communities that "are being reshaped
by new encounters and relationships. Globalization ofpolitical, economic and even
religious life bring new pressures on communities that have been in geographical or
social isolation" (45). This section of literamre follows a track that will help discover
what the context of today is like, what the views around the subject ofplurality are, some
of the ways the church has responded to culmres and other faiths, the church's
understanding of its calling in different contexts and challenges, the church's
development of its understanding ofmission, and what is available to equip the Christian
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in terms of culmral communication competencies so that the church is able to be present
in the multi-faith and multi-culmral marketplace through its witnesses .
Missio Dei
The Christian church finds itself in a market where it competes as well as
cooperates with other faiths and beliefs (Muck and Adeney 16). The church has, since its
early days, had to relate to Judaism as well as other faiths, as we witness in the various
letters ofthe New Testament. However, encounters of an inter-religious or interculmral
namre go right back to the Old Testament. Walter C. Kaiser, Jr. argues that the
missionary calling of Israel cannot be neglected, and he appeals to texts such as Genesis
12:1-3, Exodus 19:5-6, and Psalm 67 (26). In Psalm 67, the readers are agreeably
surprised to see how Israel's prayer demonstrated its awareness that salvation is the end
for all nations:
May God be gracious to us and bless us
and make his face to shine upon us,
that thy way may be known upon earth,
thy saving power among all nations.
Let the peoples praise thee, O God;
let all the peoples praise thee!
Let the nations be glad and sing for joy,
for thou dost judge the peoples with equity
and guide the nations upon earth. (Ps. 67:1-4, RSV)
The Psalm ends with the notion of being blessed by God resulting in the ends of the earth
fearing God. Of course many other passages give examples of the missional calhng of
Israel, placed in the proper context covered by the Old Testament period. Christopher
Wright fills several chapters building a case that YHWH has plans for peoples outside the
boundaries of Israel by surveying passages for phrases such as all nations or all the earth,
texts that refer to universality within the perspective ofGod's saving purposes (223). One
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such example is Psalm 145. After the Psalmist describes God's favor for those who are
desperate and bowed down, he continues by widening the horizons to include all who
love God and all flesh:
The Lord is near to all who call upon him,
to all who call upon him in tmth.
He flilfils the desire of all who fear him,
he also hears their cry, and saves them.
The Lord preserves all who love him;
but all the \\ icked he will destroy.
My mouth will speak the praise of the Lord,
and let all flesh bless his holy name forever and ever, (original emphasis;
Ps. 145:18-21)
In such a short passage the word 'all' referring to whom God would show favor, is
mentioned five times. The prayer of the psalmist went beyond his own boundaries in
terms of space and time. Another such example but in narrative form is Isaiah 56:3-8:
Let not the foreigner who has joined himself to the Lord say,
"The Lord will surely separate me from his people";
and let not the eunuch say,
"Behold, 1 am a dry tree."
For thus says the Lord:
"To the eunuchs who keep my sabbaths,
who choose the things that please me
and hold fast my covenant,
1 will give in my house and within my walls
a monument and a name
better than sons and daughters;
I will give them an everlasting name
which shall not be cut off
"And the foreigners who join themselves to the Lord,
to minister to him, to love the name of the Lord,
and to be his servants,
every one who keeps the sabbath, and does not profane it,
and holds fast my covenant�
these I will bring to my holy mountain,
and make them joyful in my house of prayer;
their bumt offerings and their sacrifices
will be accepted on my altar;
for my house shall be called a house of prayer
for all peoples.
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Thus says the Lord GOD,
w ho gathers the outcasts of Israel,
1 will gather yet others to him
besides those already gathered." (original emphasis; Isa. 56:3-8)
The above Psalm puts in plain words that the plan is to welcome the stranger (eunuch,
foreigner, outcast); and ev en when mentioning one particular place�my house�the
expected result is for allpeoples. In this passage, the foreigner, who normally is
separated, should not feel separated; and the eunuch as someone who cannot have
children because of a mutilated part of his body, shall not be cut off
John R. W. Stott argues that God, as revealed in the Bible, cannot be relegated to
the stams of a tribal deity, whether male as Baal or female as Ashtoreth. Nor was
Abraham chosen and called because God lost interest in other peoples. According to
Stott. w e need to remember that the Bible begins with the universe and not the earth nor
Palestine; it begins with Adam and not Abraham. Thus, God has a much grander purpose
that is not hmited to one man and one nation (11). Johannes Verkuyl makes reference to
Gerhard von Rad's comment that Genesis chapter 10 is the conclusion to the history of
the creation so as to press forward that God's work is directed to the whole of humanity,
that "the nations are not mere decorations incidental to the real drama between God and
man; rather, the nations�that is, mankind as a whole�are part of the drama itself
("Biblical Foundation" 6). Peskett and Ramachandra, in their survey of the Old
Testament, pose the question, "Why does God love the unlovely?" (110), and offer their
responses, "Because that is the nature of love. But he also loves unlovely Israel for the
sake of his unlovely world" (110). Scholars seem to agree on the calling ofAbraham, the
Babel episode, the genealogical register, and such other passages as very strongly
supporting God's purpose for the whole of humankind. Bosch represents this position in
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an interesting perspective. He argues that by the Old Testament concentrating on Israel,
far from reflecting a non-missionary dimension, in reality the case is the very opposite.
"History has to be specific, or it is no history. Without this element of specificity the
salvation of Yahweh would have been ahistorical" {Witness 61). In proposing a
hermeneutic that will enable his readers to understand the Bible's missionary direction
from the particular to the universal, Richard Bauckham arrives at the concurring
conclusion that "God identifies himself as the God ofAbraham, Israel and Jesus in order
to be [original emphasis] the God of all people and the Lord of all things" (13). He
outlines three dimensions that demonstrate the movement from the particular to the
universal: temporal, spatial, and social. The temporal movement obviously includes the
whole Bible fi^om creation to revelation, building on the past and moving into an ever-
new future; the geographical moves from a single place, Jerusalem, to the ends of the
earth, to new horizons; and the social is about people, the movement that keeps enlarging
to accommodate new people, moving from Abraham to nations, from Jesus to every
creamre (13-16). Both George W. Peters, in developing a theology ofmission in the
1970s, and Bosch, in his attempt to search for a theology to address changes in the world
context of his days, the 1980s, make use of this perspective. Note that in the Old
Testament, Israel does not go out with a mission. The one example that stands out as a
sending text is the book of Jonah. Even Jonah, Bosch comments, is a book on the need of
Israel to repent and be converted to God's ways of breaking the parochial spirit of his
people {Transforming Mission 18). The author concludes, "[l]f there is a 'missionary' in
the Old Testament it is God himself who will, as his eschatological deedpar excellence
[original emphasis], bring the nations to Jerusalem to worship him there together with his
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covenant people" (19). God's love for his chosen people is really God's love for all
people, channeled through Israel and later through the church.
The origin ofmission is God. The Bible introduces the theme of creation,
followed by the Fall, and immediately God's purpose is stated. A relationship is broken; a
promise to restore that relationship is set forth. Craig Ott, Timothy C. Tennent, and
Stephen J. Strauss summarize the plan:
God has a uni\ ersal plan to restore that relationship, to ultimately renew
the fallen creation and bring all things under his lordship, thus establishing
his uni\ ersal kingdom. This offer of salvation and this message ofthe
kingdom are extended to people of every nation and of every ethnic or
linguistic group, to all ages, to men and to women, to rich and to poor.
This is the universal plan of the universal God, and it is the ultimate
justification of the universal scope ofmission. (58)
Mission, then, is God's mission. The term missio Dei, to designate the mission ofGod,
came into usage in the early part of the last cenmry through the impulse ofKarl Barth.
Barth drew attention to the church's need to see mission as grounded in the activity of
God himself, and "not in ecclesiology, soteriology, or comparative religion" (Ott, Tenent
and Strauss 62-63). Mission, such as in the days of Ignatius of Loyola, was seen as an
expansion of the Christian religion, remaining in the register of the ecclesial sending of
the pope (Zom, "Mission" 217). The discussion around the concept ofmissio Dei was to
move it away from this motive and to look at it from a theological angle rather.
Barth proposed that mission be seen as an activity of God himself Mission focus
needed to be moved from being ecclesiocentric to theocentric. Bosch interpreted this as a
break from the "enlightenment approach to theology" (390). The new direction that Barth
sparked off culminated at the International Missionary Council Willingen Conference of
1952. Wilhem Richebacher helps grasp exactly what was said at the delivery ofBarth's
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paper by insisting that Barth merely drew the attention of his audience to the fact that the
concept of mission was a term connected to the theology of the Trinity in the old church
understanding. The main point being that God sends himself the Son, and the Holy Spirit
(603). All the debate came later. Bosch sums up the spirit of the change in these often-
quoted words:
The classical doctrine on the missio Dei as God the Father sending the
Son, and God the Father and the Son sending the Spirit was expanded to
include yet another "movement": Father, Son and Holy Spirit sending the
church into the world. (390)
The conservativ e evangelicals exhibited some reticence to concur with the conciliar
theological position, but by the time mission consultations got to Lausanne the idea of
missio Dei became a concept that was referred to by the evangelicals (Scherer and
Bevans 109). The case seems to have been similar for the mainline protestant churches
well before the Willingen conference. Several mission conferences took place over a long
period of time before the concept was fully formed. If Edinburgh 1920 is considered as
the start ofthe ecumenical movement, history shows that conferences were held in
Liverpool (1860), Mildmay (1878), London (1888), and New York (1900). Thus, one
characteristic observed in various Christian milieu is that of hesitancy in the face of
mission changes.
Reflections and discussions in conferences and writings addressed issues that
soon arose, such as the use of the terms missions and/or mission, or again, the scope of
mission, and the role of the church and its relationship to the world. Mark Laing
summarizes some of these in an article in Missiology: An International Review of January
2009. He remarks that the concept ofmissio Dei has redefined the church:
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No longer can the church arrogantly assert that il has a mission. Rather,
the church exists because God has an ongoing mission to the world, which
he wishes to consummate. The church is privileged to serve the purpose of
God. The church exists because mission exists and not vice versa.
(original emphasis; 92)
Bosch points out, and similarly Mark Laing, that the debate opposed several views about
the role of the church \ is-a-\ is the w orld. Some "tended to radicalize the view that the
missio Dei was larger than the mission of the church, even to the point of suggesting that
it excluded the church's involvement. . .
'
(Bosch, TransformingMission 392).
Concerning the terminologies, Laing draws attention to the renaming of The International
Review ofMissions (IRM) to The International Review ofMission, IRM. The s was
dropped (93).
Thus, literature re\ eals that the concept ofmissio Dei had opened debates about
the implication of this theology, and yet quite a good percentage agree that several
matters, such as the Being ofGod, mission, church, and world with its various faith
expressions and non-faith have been put in better perspective by the debates. Tormod
Engelsviken, for example, is most happy to settle for the Willingen emphasis on "a
Trinitarian basis ofmission" rather than what he terms an "ambiguous phrase missio Dei"
(482). As indicated previously, the Lausanne Covenant of 1974 mentions the triune God
and the AD 2000 and Beyondmovement in its Millennial Manifesto includes the
following as one of its foundational values:
[M]ission flows from the namre of God who alone deserves to be
worshipped by every person of every culmre and language. The mission to
which he calls us is His mission. The Father, having sent the Son and the
Spirit, now sends His church.... (The Millennial Manifesto)
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The movement from God to church had caught on, and was becoming central to mission
discussion, even though the mission actors were hesitant and taking the required time to
process the matter.
The U.S. Roman Cathohc bishops in their document To the Ends of the Earth root
the missionary task of the church in the Blessed Trinity (Scherer and Bevans 136) in
keeping with the Vatican decree Ad Gentes, although the Asian bishops nuance their
position as Missio Inter Gentes (Tan 82-92). In their 1986 document Go Forth in Peace:
Orthodox Perspective on Mission, the Orthodox state the following:
Trinitarian theology points to the fact that God is in God's own self a life
of communion and that God's involvement in history aims at drawing
humanity and creation in general into this communion with God's very
life. The implications of this assertion for understanding are very
important: mission does not aim primarily at the propagation or
transmission of intellecmal convictions, doctrines, moral commands, etc.,
but at the life of communion that exists in God. (Scherer and Bevans 204)
The Orthodox, similar to many others mentioned, draw their impems to mission from the
model of God's being. God is a missionary God. The emphasis ofmission shifted from
church to God.
Trinity and Incarnation
Barth set the church on the path to reclaim what was once a theological given, but
which apparently was later neglected, that is, a Trinitarian approach to mission. The
scholars, although coming from different angles, have some agreement on the matter of
God being a missionary God. The New Testament, in a variety ofways, establishes that
Jesus ofNazareth, Jesus the Messiah fulfills the promise of the Old Testament. Matthew
includes a strong theme of fulfillment. Mark poses the question, "Who is this man
Jesus?" until the answer is revealed in the declaration at the cross from a Roman soldier:
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"Truly he is the Son of God" (15:39). Luke launches his gospel narrative with Jesus
reading a mission order from Isaiah and Jesus claiming that the order was that day
fulfilled. John starts at the very beginning of creation to establish that the Word became
flesh. Paul, in many of his letters, portrays .lesus as creator, but maybe the most powerful
words are found in Colossians 1:15-17:
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; for in
him all things in heaven and on earth were created, things visible and
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or mlers or powers�all things
have been created through him and for him. He himself is before all
things, and in him all things hold together. (NRSV)
The passage establishes with great force that the person ofChrist is more than just the
man from Nazareth. He is the cosmic Messiah. He is involved in much more than
activities that are at human level. Other authors such as the evangelist John, and also the
writer of Hebrew s, hold the same claims: Jesus is associated with the Old Testament
scriptures about the primary biblical activity ofGod, which is the creation of the universe
(C. Wright 1 13). A few verses below the cited Colossian text, the author states that "in
him the fullness ofGod was pleased to dwell." The readers are called to reflect upon who
this Person of the Trinity is. The early church discovered the Father's love through the
Christ whom they experienced in the reality of the Holy Spirit.
Reclaiming a Trinitarian theology ofmission is becoming part of the practice
today in the field ofmissiology. In his analysis of the loss of impems in North America to
engage itselfm mission, Alan Roxburgh makes a plea in this very direction:
This Trinitarian basis ofmissiology is not an abstract doctrine, but the
essence of the gospel's witness and power. In a globalized, post-modem
context, we urgently need to recover the Trinity as the central interpretive
framework for missiology. (180)
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Thus, beHevers are invited to consider those who are culturally and religiously remote
from themselves as possible mission fields. The difference from the old missionary
model is that today those who use to be geographically remote are next door neighbors.
Remoteness requires another definition. The mandate to reach out to nations at the end of
Matthew's gospel has a long history ofmotivating missionary activities. This mandate
comes at the end of the gospel to create a balance with an earlier sending out in chapter
ten. The first sending was to the children of Israel only, meaning the disciples were to
avoid the Genfiles. Today other texts support believer's call to reach out to those without
faith and those of other faiths, such as Mark's emphasis on Galilee as the place to meet
nations, as well as a growing shift to John's chapter 20:
Jesus said to them again, "Peace be with you. As the Father has sent me,
even so I send you." And when he had said this, he breathed on them, and
said to them, "Receive the Holy Spirit. If you forgive the sins of any, they
are forgiven; if you retain the sins of any, they are retained. (John 20:21-
23)
This text appeals firstly because of the verb send and, secondly, because of the movement
from Father to Jesus to the disciples by the giving of the Holy Spirit. Wilbert R. Shenk in
his argument that "[a] constmctive theology ofmission will be based on Christological
openness to culmre, not rejection" (101), observes this shift mostly in the third world and
finds support in missiologist Samuel Escobar. The shift to John 20 is the search for
incamational model and service:
The example of Jesus as the servant Messiah wholly dedicated to the
realization of the missio Dei establishes a model for our discipleship. A
missional Christology secures Christian identity by linking it to the missio
Dei, thereby drawing every believer into active discipleship that
continually thmsts the community of disciples into the world as first fmit
of the kingdom of God. ( 1 04)
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The model for mission comes from God. The classic reference is the model in John's
prologue. This prologue deals with the pre-eminence of Christ. He was God according to
verse 1 and verse 1 8. John's prologue offers groundwork for building a theology about
God's relationship with humanity. The prologue is probably chiastic in form with the
Incamation being at the center, immediately framed by the witness of John the Baptizer,
and having at the two ends the divinity of Christ. At one end (1:1-5) the Word was God,
and at the other end (1:16-18), this Word is Jesus Christ.
According to Andreas J. Kostenberger, John's "message is that the incamation
represents an ex ent of equal importance with creation" (41). He sees the gospel message
of John addressing humanity's need for spirimal rebirth, after the fall, and this rebirth is
only available through the "preexistent, enfleshed Word" (41). The aim of verses 14-18 is
to demonstrate that this Word that was with God in the beginning, and was God, is in fact
Jesus.
Se\ eral possibilities exist for the use of the logos, such as reason, or wisdom, but
it can also be dabar. Word ofGod, as used in the Old Testament. It is connected with
YHWH's powerful activities in creation, revelation and salvation (Peskett and
Ramachandra 70). This dabar, logos, "pitches his tent among us", skenoo, translated as
dwelt and invoking the image of the Exodus' tabemacle, the tent ofmeeting where Moses
met God. Craig S. Keener explores various associations of the words tabernacled and
shekinah, God's presence, God's glory. One is the possibility that the LXX translators
favored this word tabernacle because of the same consonants as the Hebrew shekinah.
Further, in the wisdom literamre, Sirach uses the idea of wisdom causing her tabemacle
to rest, and that wisdom was to dwell in Jacob. God's glory was linked to the Torah, and
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localized in the tabemacle or temple. Keener comments that due to these assopiations,
John "may emphasize that Jesus, rather than the temple or tabemacle, is the tme locus of
God's activity among humanity" (408-10). God's coming to dwell among humanity is
not described as becoming anthropos, man, or soma, body, but as sarx, flesh- creamrely
existence as distinct from God (Kostenberger 40). Paul grasped the fiill sense of this
incamational implication when he included the hymn in his Philippians letter (2:6-1 1)
and when he revealed in his first letter to Corinth with what spirit and philosophy he went
about sharing the gospel:
For though 1 am free from all men, 1 have made myself a slave to all, that 1
might win the more. To the Jews 1 became as a Jew, in order to win Jews;
to those under the law I became as one under the law�though not being
myself under the law�that 1 might win those under the law. To those
outside the law 1 became as one outside the law�not being without law
toward God but under the law ofChrist�that 1 might win those outside
the law. To the weak 1 became weak, that 1 might win the weak. 1 have
become all things to all men, that 1 might by all means save some. I do it
all for the sake of the gospel, that 1 may share in its blessings. (1 Cor.
9:19-23)
Paul must have theologically grappled with the implications of communicating the
gospel, and its requirements on the bearer, to such a point that later he included these
words in his letter to the Philippians:
Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, 6 who,
though he was in the form ofGod, did not count equality with God a thing
to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being
bom in the likeness ofmen. And being found in human form he humbled
himself and became obedient unto death, even death on a cross. (Phil. 2:5-
8)
The word servant is doulos, translated slave. Thus, in following his leader-model Christ,
he too can say as above, "1 have made myself a slave to all." All he does is for the sake of
the gospel. "He will adapt his behavior (not his message!) in whatever way necessary to
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achieve that end," writes Richard B. Hays, and he adds, "Paul's slavery to Christ is
expressed in the form of submitting himself in various ways to the culmral stmctures and
limitations ofthe people he hopes to reach with the gospel" (1 53). He gives examples of
four eases of his willingness to adapt. The first three are about the Jew/Gentile simations.
However, the fourth calls for some attention. Here Paul is dealing with much ofwhat he
has been w riting fi-om chapter one, and will continue fiirther in the subsequent chapter,
that is, "to the weak, 1 became weak, that 1 might win the weak." Hays comments that
Paul does not say, "1 became as the weak," but insists that he "became weak" (154). This
attimde is not a matter of pretending or mere analogy. Paul acmally took on the lifestyle
and condition of the weak.
Cultures and Pluralism
The Gospels tell the story that in the person of Christ the kingdom of God is here.
The apostle Paul explains the coming of Jesus as the right time in history (Gal. 4:4). Jesus
himselfwent about preaching the kingdom of God. He preached in Galilee where he
surely mixed with people from various nations, and he crossed over to the Decapolis and
ministered to the Gentiles. Jesus went up North to Tyre where he healed the daughter of a
Syrophoenician woman. Jesus introduced the kingdom beyond the Jewish borders. Jesus
confronted the society of his day with the values of this coming kingdom. The people
who heard him had to make life choices based on his words. Lesslie Newbigin believes
that this challenge is still valid today as he writes:
[This coming kingdom] now confronts men and women with its reality
and requires them either to be so radically mraed around that they
recognize the tmth and believe, or else to continue on their way facing in
the wrong direction and pursuing that which is not God's kingdom. (133)
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The church is built upon the foundation of a resurrected Savior, who was the Word made
flesh. The Incamation is a unique event, inspiring the church concerning reaching out to
those far away from the kingdom of God as revealed by Christ. The church's mission is
to cross over and bring the Gospel that announces this kingdom to the world. The world
ofthe twenty-first cenmry is not mono-culmral, and does not share one singular
worldview only, despite the common cliche ofglobal village. This new world has
extremely advanced communication facilities, an increasing rate of travel across borders,
receding geographical boundaries, and the phenomena ofmigration being a characteristic
of this day.
Duane Elmer assesses how contemporary thinking has shifted from the rigid
right-wrong categories of his childhood to the opposite extreme where virmally
everything is different and nothing is declared wrong (24). W. Eugene March, a North
American, noted a couple of years ago the tremendous changes in his country, and
comments on his culmral shock in visiting New York City. He comments that such a case
is unique for the United States, recorded as the most religiously diverse country in the
world. The nation was still predominantly Christian, but other groups were growing
steadily (1 12-13). The United States is changing through various means, such as
migration of refugees or even through conversion to other religions.
In this new context, the secular world is also readjusting itself to meet the
challenges of societal change. More and more educational instimtions, especially in
Europe, Australia, and North America are considering interculmral knowledge as a vital
component of their services. The workplace is providing training so that relations are
improved and conflicts minimized. Interculmral studies and research has become a
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discipline in its own right. Gundula Gwenn Hiller and Maja Wozniak comment that
w ithin the globalization process the need to address the issue of failure in retaining
foreign smdents is being felt. In their smdy ofGerman universities, Hiller and Wozniak
found it imperati\ e to include an intercultural dimension to the institutions educational
activities if the schools were to attract and keep international smdents. Workshops were
recommended�and are being introduced�^to encourage individuals to an awareness of
their own culture and to improve skills at relating with different culmres (1 13-24).
Before in\ estigating the various positions that scholars and missionaries take in
the area ofpluralism, some understanding ofwhat culmre means to various scholars is in
order. Louis J. Luzbetak defines culmre as "a societal possession, it is the way a society
(not an individual) copes with its physical, social, and ideational environmenf (117), "an
essentially complete and detailed plan embracing all aspects of needs of human life,
whatever the response to these needs may be" (62). Paul G. Hiebert, also from an
anthropological perspective, proposes the following defmition: "the integrate system of
leamed pattems of behavior, ideas and products characteristic of a society"
("Culmre"67). H. Richard Niebuhr sees culmre as "the artificial, secondary environment
superimposed on the namral" (30). C. Kluckhohn and A. L. Kroeber defme culture as "a
partem of thinking, feeling, and reacting to various simations and actions" (181).
Drawing from the world of information technology and computers, Geert Hofstede sees
culmre, which has roots in the Latin idea of tilling the soil, as the collective programming
of the mmd that distinguishes the members of one group from another. It is the software
behind how we operate (5-7). According to Clifford Geertz culmres are comprised of
"webs of significance" that people spin and in which they themselves are suspended (qtd.
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in Livermore, Cultural Intelligence: improving CQ 962-66). Eugene A. Nida states that
ahhough there may be societies without culture, yet there cannot be culmre apart from
society. He defines culmre as leamed behavior which is socially acquired, is transmittable
by society and not by genes (28). People are bom in a given society, whether family,
clan, tribe, or nation, that already has certain ways of dealing with one another or ways of
facing challenges, including from their environment. People bom into a society absorb
the culture as it is shared with one another and from generation to generation.
For the sake of this research, culture, society, and religion are sometimes used in
an overlapping fashion. Luzbetak comments that this interchanging of terms is at times
possible depending on the frame of reference (118). Werner Ustorf, in narrating the
history of interculmral theology, refers to the fact that intercultural and interreligious
communications were comparable because both were related and responding to the social
context (238). Charles H. Kraft, in exploring the terms religion and faith, uses the term
culmre Christianity to denote that aspect ofChristianity that is comparable to other
religions in the sense of having rimals, places ofworship, a holy book, a priesthood and
such other characteristics ("Are We to Take a Religion" 189). "Religion is a facet of
culmre," writes Kraft (192). However, Kraft moves that religion and faith need to be
distinguished in the case ofChristianity since Christianity can be expressed through other
systems (192). In certain societies, such as in Asia, there is no clear distinction between
religion and ethnicity or culture.
This review of literamre includes contributions from the East as well as the
traditional West. In Eastern regions separation of faith and ethnicity is uncommon. In
certain regions the political, social, and religious life are one whole. Ghulam Sarwar
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writes, "Religion and politics are one and the same in Islam. They are intertwined. We
already know that Islam is a complete system of life and politics is very much a part of
our collective life" ( 1 77). In the context where this research takes place this matter may
be debatable, but the ver) strong oriental influence permits interchangeability of terms.
People in countries with a Chnstian heritage are recognizing the tremendous
change happening m their societies. At times, the change is so significant that this new
simation is accompanied by pressure to change laws to accommodate new practices.
Food markets introduce new products, and more and more new places ofworship are
being built. This phenomenon is not a new, but the trend has accelerated and produced
some kind of an explosion. Throughout the cenmries the church has adjusted itself to
respond to its en\ ironment and believers have had to respond to the diversity around
them. Great minds have had to reflect upon plurality at various times in recent history,
and make attempts to inquire how God is moving humanity in its diversity. March
contributes to address some of these issues:
The way we read and interpret Scripmre, the way we develop and
articulate our theology, the way we worship, the way we move in our
wider civil communities�all must be reconsidered in light of this new
context. Part of this reconsideration, as we have been suggesting, requires
leaming about others in an empathetic and not merely critical maimer. Our
hearts as well as our minds must be restmcmred; face-to-face experience
along with book leaming is necessary. (1 190-93)
People such as March are finding themselves in a rapidly changing context that
challenges culmres and beliefs. New religions come with their differences, but also with
similarities. Suddenly people find out that there are other terms available to express God,
or other behaviors exist to express worship. March proposes not only taking up books to
leam about other culmres, but face-to-face encounters are necessary. The effect of
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globalization is such that it brings with it new challenges. Cultures meet face to face and
the occidental church finds itself needing to add a new dimension to its mission training
agenda. A new reality has immerged.
In the Orient�included in the Global South, plurality has been long an accepted
reality. The local culmres and beliefs of the East were forced to adjust to the coming of
the West in the days of colonization. Bosch comments that the Enlightenment and with it
technological and scienfific progress gave the West an edge over the rest of the world.
This superiority, Bosch argues, had incidence on religion as well. It resulted in culmre
and religion not being disfinguished, and so mission was part of the culmral expansion of
the Occident {Transforming Mission 291-92). In the register of pluralism, Newbigin,
writing at about the same time, says, "[CJulmre and religion are deeply intercoimected"
(14). However, they are also distinct, such that pluralism is both culmral and religious.
The latter being a belief "that the differences between religions are not a matter of truth
and falsehood, but of different perceptions of the one tmth" (14). Today, twenty years
later, the different perceptions of the one tmth are more than ever a challenging reality,
both for theologians and for followers of diverse religions.
Following is a short selection of theologians who have addressed the issue of
religious diversity and the way they believe Christianity should relate to other religions.
The following list identifies the dynamics of different periods through a selection of
scholars and their views. The brief section covers both accidental and oriental
perspectives.
Friedrich Schleiermacher, in his attempt to deal with religious diversity at a very
early stage when Europe was starting to become aware of religious plurality in a new
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form, tried to establish Christianity as superior to other faiths. He claims, "[T]his higher
plain, ofMonotheism, history exhibits only three great communions�the Jewish, the
Christians, and the Mohammedans,..." (qtd. in Brockman and Habito 80) but concluded
that Judaism was in the process of extinction, while Islam exhibited certain
characteristics that "elsewhere keeps men on the level of Polytheism" (80). This
reasoning leaves Christianity as the only highest developed religion, being the purest
form ofmonotheism.
Stephen Neill remarks that at the missionary conference of 1 860 held in
Liverpool, not one word was mentioned about the non-Christian religions, although most
ofthe themes in that conference can compare with missionary conferences of today (1).
Writing just slightly less than a cenmry later, Enrst Troeltsch claims that Christianity was
so bound up with Westem civilization that it had "entirely lost its Oriental character"
(qtd. in Brockman and Habito 84) and was shaped by the occidental culture and therefore
suited well the peoples of the west. Other culmres and other people groups or races had
their own valid religion.
Karl Barth committed his effort to reinstating God to the supreme place in
theology at a time in which the latter was mostly human-centered. With this spirit
animating his writing, he argues for the supremacy of the Christian religion. However,
Barth was writing as a critic of the Christianity of his day, and so he set revelation (God's
self communication through Jesus Christ) over against religion, with the latter being a
purely human constmction. Within this context Barth claims the Christian faith to be the
"locus of frue religion" (qtd. in Brockman and Habito 89) and in so doing appears to be
critical of other religions. Paul S. Chung's reading and extensive study of Barth brings
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him to state, "Barth is not convinced about exahing the absoluteness of other religions,
but is rather integrated in leading Christian church to self-criticism with a humble attimde
and radical openness toward religious others as free communications of their Lord"
(223). Barth held a very strong position that outside Christ there was no salvation, mostly
to counter specific opponents. However, by doing so he cut himself off from the reality of
a plural world. His main concem was the ultimate revelation of God in Jesus Christ.
The British philosopher and theologian John Hick refers to the divine reality as
the Real and argues that the various religious responses to this Reality come from
different experiences: "Each major tradition, buih around its own distinctive way of
thinking-and-experiencing the Real, has developed its own answers to the perennial
questions of our origin and destiny, constimting more or less comprehensive and coherent
cosmologies and eschatologies" (qtd. in Chung 21 1). He accepts that Jesus was wholly
God, but not the whole of God. He recognizes that tmth or falsity may exist in all of these
human creations, as he describes them, but they have persisted throughout cenmries and
have established themselves. Hick argues that we need to distinguish between the
Ultimate and the manifestation as experienced by humans. Different, and maybe even
conflicting, ways of that experience are present, but beyond is the Ultimate, the Real
(Hick 264-65). Hick uses the Christian term salvation to include what other religions
propose as ways to bring transformation. These ways or theological spaces are altemative
means by which men and women find salvation or liberation (Brockman and Habito 97-
98). Since all the major religions are concemed with this salvation. Hick thinks that none
of them should be adopted. Hick places a lot of emphasis on transformation from a "self-
centeredness towards a less self-centered outlook and a greater concem for others" (Hick
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1 1 87-89). He believ es people sbould seek tbat whicb should be present in all religions,
that is, love and compassion for others. Such actions would bring unity, but in the
meantime all that people can do is to tolerate the unresolved differences in the plurality of
religions.
Theologians respond to plurality and interreligious contexts in various hues and
shades. To balance the West and the East, an Asian perspective is of importance. Michael
Amaladoss is a Jesuit theologian w ith experience in the field of inter-religious
encounters. Like many other Asian theologians, Amaladoss establishes the context from
which he writes and does theology. He writes that Asian Christians have come to
appreciate other religions because "[fjor us Asian Christians, Hindus, Buddhists,
Muslims, and others are part of our life. We share a common culmre and way of life. We
belong to a conunon economic and political system. We have a common history" (2). The
Jesuit theologian does not come from the same angle as Hick, that is, to see religions as
ways ofsah ation, but proposes rather "to speak of people and ofGod reaching out to
them. Religions do not save; God does. Religions are only expressive mediations of
divine-human encounter" (2). He takes away the focus from rimals and systems and
places it on experiential dimension. Amaladoss believes that in Asia, the uniqueness of
Christ is not an issue, and he questions whether in reality Christians are claiming
uniqueness ofChristianity rather than Christ (5). Asian scholars are eager to establish
asian theologies (e.g., Minjung, Dalit, Asian liberation theologies) and sometimes think
that Westem theologies do not contribute in creating that recognition.
Pannikar is another Indian theologian and Roman Catholic Priest whose father
was a Hindu and his mother a catholic. He presents a different view of his experience in a
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pluri-cultural and multifaith context. He became famous for his terminology of the
unknown Christ, the mystery of Christ being unknown and hidden while still working in
Hinduism and other religions. He believed that Jesus was the Christ, but this statement
did not mean that Christ was Jesus. From this early position of full revelation being in
Jesus, however, he later takes a different stand to a more pluralistic version of
Christology (Karkkainen 306; Chung 212). In a sense Pannikar represents that section of
Indian Christians who have grown up in the confluence ofHinduism, Buddhism, Islam
and other religions.
One theologian who may be named the liberation theologian of Asia is M. M.
Thomas. His contribution to the relation ofChristianity to other beliefs in Asia is based
mostly on his struggles for justice, and he sees Christ as the one who is present in that
straggle, whether within Christianity or in any other religion. Using texts such as
Colossians 1 and Ephesians 1, he presents Christ as the cosmic Lord of history. Since
Christ holds all things together now (Col. 1) and will sum up all things in himself in the
end (Eph. 1 ), Thomas believes Christians should discem how Christ is at work in other
faiths (Karkkainen 258). He was known for his effort to establish a fellowship of all who
believed in nation building and humanization of life. He desired that this fellowship
include Christians, Muslims, Hindus or even Marxists.
Timothy C. Tennent, who has both occidental and oriental experiences, offers an
interesting summary of three positions that 1 will use to conclude this section. These three
positions are based on the acceptance or rejection of three nonnegotiables. First is the
affirmation on the unique authority of Jesus Christ as the climax of revelation. Second,
the Christian faith affirms that the decisive event in human history is the death and
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resurrection of Jesus Christ that results in peace with God. Thirdly, salvation comes
through repentance and placing faith in the work ofChrist on the cross. The exclusivist
group adheres to all three. Inclusivists accept the first two nonnegotiables. Concerning
the third one, they argue that God offers salvation to all. Some Christians have come to a
knowledge ofthe gospel and the cross and therefore are saved, whereas others, whom
they call believers, have only implicit experience and do not realize his or her salvation.
Karl Rahner calls these believers anonymous Christians. The third group is the pluralist.
This group rejects all three of the nonnegotiables. John Hick was referred to earlier as
occupying such a position. This group accepts that each religion has its own authority
(Bible, Qur'an, or Vedas) but the criterion is human experience. They argue for a
theocentric view that would give a fair chance to everyone (16-26). The positions of the
exclusivist, inclusivist and pluralist summarize the challenges Christians have or will
soon have as other faiths and culmres claim space in the global village. Aleaz proposes
that the best way to deal with the reality ofmultiple religions is to re-stmcmre our
approach to a new perspective which he calls Pluralistic Inclusivism. This new
perspective calls for an "affirmation of the interconnected distinctiveness and uniqueness
of all religious experience as our own and here our witness is to a world faith and our
theology is a world theology" ( "Inter-Faith Reality" 4). Paul D. Numrich suggests that
Christians first define who the other is before taking positions in the three categories. If
the other is a person in need, then argument over tmth claims are secondary (162-63).
Very often the Christian as next-door neighbor or as someone who is concemed about
human and social needs will not enter debates about typologies.
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This brief ineursion into our plural world and how that is perceived from a
spirimal-religious perspective by several concemed authorities has established that reality
can be experienced in a various ways, and there is a variety of ways to articulate those
experiences. Philip Jenkins draws attention to the two different concems found in two
different realities, that of the North and that of the South. The reality in the North is not
the same as that of the global South, he claims. Whereas the North is addressing issues of
threat in the areas of post-postmodemism, doubt, and secularity, the Global South is
dealing with other concems:
Global South Christians, in contrast, do not live in an age of doubt, but
must instead deal with competing claims to faith. Their views are shaped
by interaction with their different neighbors and the very different issues
they raise: Muslims and traditional religionists in Africa and Asia, not to
mention members of the great Asian religions. (5)
The latter is more of our concem in this paper. Kraft refers to the West as an example of a
society in which many claim that they do not believe in superaamral beings or other
religious concems. Their lives reflect this position by exhibiting little or no religious
activities. Other societies, in their worldview level, assume the existence of spirimal
beings and this behef results in various responses of religious namre ("Are We to Take a
Religion" 181). One person can attribute sickness to demonic activities, while another
may see this reasoning as senseless and prefers to seek a scientific and medical
explanation. Although this reasoning appears to be a North and South difference, it may
soon be a concem for both in the rapid changing context. Both worlds will have to seek to
capmre realties that are deeper than what is observable on the surface.
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Cultures and Worldviovs
The term workhiew has slowly crept into usage to describe the realities of various
culmres and subculmres. People observ e each other's behavior, take note of each other's
rimals, and listen to each other's folk stories and may not pay much attention to the
deeper meanings behind the behavior, rimal, or story. People observe other forms of art
and music, dissimilar from their own, and remain at a superficial acknowledgement
without experiencing the deeper emotions. Something way deep down undemeath the
surface requires in\ estigation. Hiebert "s description of this concept provides implications
relevant to the discussion at hand:
The concept that gave birth to the idea ofworldview in anthropology was
that of "culmre." Early anthropologists used the term "civilized." They
placed human societies on a scale ranging from "primitive" to "civilized,"
from prelogical to logical. Franz Boas and his successors rejected this
ranking of societies as ethnocentric and arrogant. They introduced
"culmre" for the different sets of beliefs and practices of any people,
beliefs and practices that make sense to the people who live in them. As
they studied other culmres deeply, they realized that there were many
standards by which to compare the lifeways of different people, and that
no one is superior to the others in all or even most measures.
{Transforming Worldviews 15-16)
This anthropological perspective is, according to Hiebert, provides one root to the
concept ofworldview, which has difficulty finding scholarly agreement. Westem
philosophy is another root that looks at the world or cosmos from a certain perspective,
usually personal, especially so as historians mmed away from the smdy of great persons
to that of ordinary ones. However, the difficulty in studying single persons caused the
research to mm towards whole sociefies. Historians then tried to discover how cultural
pattems emerged (13-16).
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As scholars develop more materials in the field of cultures and culmral plurality,
the concept ofworldview is one component that emerges and therefore requires
consideration. The concept ofworldview is not often heard in everyday language, and
may not always be well understood. However, in the areas of philosophy, social sciences,
and theology, the term is very much a part of the discussion on how one perceives life,
makes decisions and behaves in society. Just as some explanation was required when
verifying literature on culmre. so would some clarification be in order here. James W.
Sire in Naming the Elephant offers the following:
A worldview is a commitment, a fundamental orientafion of the heart, that
can be expressed as a story or in a set of presuppositions (assumptions
which may be true, partially tme or entirely false) that we hold
(consciously or subconsciously, consistently or inconsistently) about the
basic constimtion of reality, and that provides the foundation on which we
live and move and have our being. (122)
Sire traces the use of the word in a more focused way back to Wilhelm Dilthey, although
signs of it appeared before Dilthey, from Immanuel Kant, mostly from the German usage
of Weltanschauung (perspective or outlook on life). Sire says that Dilthey conceived a
worldview to be a "set ofmental categories arising from deeply lived experience which
essenfially determines how a person understands, feels and responds in action to what he
or she perceives of the surrounding world and the riddles it presents" (27). Mark A. Tabb
and John M. Yeats propose the following short definition: "[W]orldview is the filter that
helps you make sense of your experiences and the reality around you" ( 1 5). A filter is an
interesting metaphor, and as such it is a dynamic tool that sifts and processes the data it
receives.
The basic questions about life are surely the ones that can prompt someone to
suddenly stmggle with worldview: where do 1 come from; where am I going; what is the
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meaning of life; what is really real; what is right and what is wrong. To these
philosophical inquiries one can add what makes our values, and why are we committed to
certain attimdes or behaviors. In the section on culture, 1 pointed out the reasoning of
various scholars as they tried to make sense of a world of diverse culmres and faiths.
They w ere dealing w ith worldv iew s, and answering questions about the divine and
humanity, about history and the world, and how people make sense of that.
In his book The Universe Next Door: A Basic Worldview Catalog, Sire builds a
list of world\ iew s as follows: theism, deism, namralism, nihilism, existentialism, Eastem
pantheistic monism. New Age (as spirimality without religion), postmodemism, and
Islamic theism. He only briefly mentions animism. He concludes that there are as many
worldview s as there are conscious inhabitants, but "On the contrary, we could say that
there is one basic worldview composed of one proposition: Everyone has a worldview!"
(278). Tabb and Yeats, coming strongly from a Christian perspective, propose testing the
various possible worldviews by use of themes. They suggest the themes ofGod,
humanity, salvation, authority, time, and Jesus. These components are viewed from the
worldviews of theism, namralism, secular humanism, and postmodemism.
Sire argues that other choices would fall within the ones he has already listed. For
example, the Playboy philosophy is an "unsophisticated version of namralism" and
aestheticism is a form of existentialism {Universe Next Door 279). Although questions
appear to be countless and views of the world seem innumerable, answers to the
questions are in fact limited, according to Sire. He gives the example of prime reality, to
which only two answers can be considered: either the universe is self-existent and has
always been, or God is transcendent and has always been. In the same manner, the
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concept of time is limited to a few choices: linear or cyclical (279-80). Very often groups
holding different worldviews would also share a common stand on certain issues. In the
area of faith, one may fmd Islam, Judaism, and Christianity sharing the same worldview
as opposed to some others, but in other philosophical questions, Hinduism, Islam, and
Buddhism may be in agreement. Often this tmth has been the reason to encourage plural
societies to major on that whieh is common, and to avoid highlighting differences for fear
of conflict. Because ofthe clash ofworldviews, the experts are developing conflict
resolution training for workplace and educational instimtions, as well as for the
missionary. Tom Stallter notes that problems always need to be solved in any ministry,
but it gets more complex in cross-culmral settings. Missionaries have tried to solve these
quandaries as they would in their own culmre and their world reality. Such an operation,
unfortunately, causes more challenges, failure and stress (544-45).
Tension occurs when a person's understanding of reality is challenged: "People
resist such challenges with deep emotion, for such questions threaten to destroy their
understanding of reality" (Hiebert, Anthropological Reflections 38). An invitation for a
more interactive manner of communicating the gospel may be in order, including
dialogue and listening. Uneasiness results from one's identity being undermined, maybe
by new findings about one's reality or by being questioned�rightly or wrongly�^by
another point of view. Identity is certainly being challenged within the globalization
process, but most of the time the queries are not emotional. The discussion becomes
impassioned when the point of reference, or authority, is questioned. On this delicate
issue Tabb and Yeats make the following comment:
At the base of every worldview is a simple assumption about authority.
When all else fails, who is in charge? For a Christian, the answer is that
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the authority for our lives is God and his Word. For a Muslim, it is the
teachings ofMuhammad and the Koran. For a namralist or materialist, it is
the individual. You can probably imagine that because these groups have
different authorities, their worldviews will clash, perhaps even fiercely.
You shouldn't expect people with different worldviews to be on the same
page as you. (22-23)
This concept seems crucial to the design of a good communication strategy for
ex angelization. Communication is also listening to the other and getting feedback.
Christians must understand how the other person filters information and gives meaning to
what is being communicated. In helping to understand culmre better, Luzbetak
comments. "A failure to grasp the namre of culmre would be a failure to grasp much of
the namre ofmissionary work itself (59). The way one views the world, makes choices,
expresses oneself and acts in e\ eryday life, is very much a part of culmre. One's faith
and how one practices and expresses that faith take place in a culmral context. Therefore,
a failure to grasp the worldview of a receptor would be a failure to communicate the
gospel properly. The New Testament church leamed to fit in the different settings it
found itself in. The church held on to ftindamentals (Jesus is Lord) and yet used symbols,
metaphors, and language that were familiar to the receptors. The assumption that a
terminology or a word-concept is understood the same way to two persons from different
backgrounds is an erroneous one. The word sin may not bear the same meaning, and, in
fact, it may even be nonexistent in certain societies. In some cultures, sin may be
defilement, requiring purificafion. In another, sin may be hurting God and breaking
relationship and therefore requiring forgiveness, and it may yet be only the breaking of
laws and regulations, thus requiring some kind of payment.
The New Testament relates several examples of how Christians of the early days
connected with various cultures and worldviews and did their best to share their hope and
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their experience ofGod's grace in those varied settings. They had to leam new ways of
communicating. In Acts 6, the leaders of the early Church had to deal with the Hellenists.
Philip not only preaches to the Samaritans, but he is also sent to meet and preach an
Ethiopian (Acts 8). Peter told Comelius that God had taught him that in every nation
anyone who fears God and does what is right is acceptable to God (Acts 10:35). Paul
demonstrated \\ isdom in dealing with the Athenians, themselves diverse in their
philosophy of life (Acts 17). The Epistles addressed matters that came up in churches that
were dealing \\ ith an influx of Gentiles. Lamin Sanneh observes that Paul "came to be in
radical tension with his own culmral roots, not because those roots were unsound but
because the Gentile breakthrough had cast a shadow over any claims for cultural
absolutism, Jewish or other" (24). Throughout history efforts have been made to smdy
customs, culmres, and languages to improve sharing of the gospel, although at times it
was imposed, such as in Mauritius when slaves in the nineteenth cenmry were baptized
into the Roman Catholic faith without proper teaching. In the midst of today's culmral
and religious differences and worldviews, the church is challenged to leam new ways of
communicating. The Malagasy missiologist Laurent W. Ramambason believes that
missiology places much emphasis on the mission doers and their capacity to initiate
culmral transformation, and that for such a mission their gift of discernment is essential
(78). The task before these mission doers, to use Ramambason's terminology, may be
enormous if they are nonprofessionals and considering the type of skills needed to
communicate cross-culmrally properly. In this research emphasis is on the layperson
taking up the task ofbridging cultures.
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One challenge that the church faces is the matter of ethnocentrism. As the
laypeople ofthe church are called to be the mission doers, they need to know how to deal
w ith tensions that already exist between religions and ethnic groups. These tensions are
sometimes in the open. Many times these tensions are more subtle in the form of
distanc es or w alls that are created by wrong perceptions, by prejudging others through
one's own framew ork, and these w alls or separations are maintained by cliches and jokes.
The opposite of ethnocentricsm, as Michael A. Rynkiewich points out, is
contexmalization (24). Stepping out of one's culmre or religious behef is not an easy task
but the effort to do as much as possible will contribute to better coexistence and ease of
conversation and improve evangelization.
Contextualization�Bridging Cultures
As mentioned previously, Paul adapted himself to various contexts with the goal
of w inning others to Christ (1 Cor. 9:19-23). Paul contexmalized the gospel so as to be as
effective as possible in his communication. He adapted his language and terms (e.g.,
wisdom, knowledge) and used metaphors (e.g., boxing, building, running a race) that he
drew from the culmres around him. Dean Flemming notes. "Paul gladly embraces
whatever linguistic and culmral resources available to him in order to convey the
significance of Jesus Christ to his readers" (131). However, Paul strongly claimed to
belong to a certain heritage, still maintaining in Romans 9 that those who have rejected
Christ are his brothers, they are of his own race. Commenting on this same Corinthian
text, Kraft says that Paul is making a statement about how God himself is a contexmalizer
and a communicator who uses muUiple approaches to get the message across
("Contextualizing Communication" 125).
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The term coniextualization came into popular use in the early 1 970s through the
Theological Education Fund of the World Council ofChurches (WCC) in its endeavor to
educate and form people for church minishy (Bosch, Transforming Mission; Zom,
"Contexmalisation"). Some scholars felt that this term was better than the concepts of
indigenization, inculturation, accommodation, and adaptation (Bosch, Transforming
Mission; Flemming; Zom, "Contexmalisation"). Some of these approaches were just
superficial changes in a new setting, or at times they kept the Western culmre and only
allowed few new elements from the receptors. Whether people agree or disagree with the
past models, the use of all these terms at least indicates that the gospel was translatable
and could be assimilated into multiple settings.
Ott, Tennent, and Strauss point out, "In a pluralistic society where multiple tmth
claims and religious convictions coexist, the charge is often leveled that the Christian
faith cannot have universal validity" (75). People who practice other religions believe
that the attempt of Christians to convert persons from other faiths to Christianity is a sign
of intolerance. They condemn Christianity as being imperialistic. The aforementioned
authors argue against this accusation, quoting Paul who claims he is not ashamed of the
gospel and that God's love seeks to embrace all people and this cams us the privilege of
sharing the gospel to each and everyone, to man and woman of each people group.
March confesses, from his perspective and that of his own culture, that they have
had unfortunate assumptions on other cultures. His culture had sought for too long to
impose itself on others, and in so doing also imposed Christianity. He believes that the
good news in Jesus Christ must not cease, but he advocates for a change in attimde. He
pleads for better ways to do the sharing of the gospel:
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It IS quite important whether we consider other human beings to have been
created "in the image ofGod" (e.g., Gen. 1 :26-27) or not. Rather than the
disdainful approach that has marked so much of Christian theological
reflection about other religions for so long, we need a new understanding,
a new defmition ofthe relationship ofChristianity to the other religions of
the world. Does God acmally love other people like God loves us*^ (342-
47)
March makes an appeal for a new fashion of communicating our faith, in the sense of
having a new attimde. He refers to a sermon by Chris Elwood, in which the latter
comments on how Christians can use Peter's statement of "no other name" either from a
liberation position or to play some power game over the powerless (672). Similarly Elmer
sees the possibility that differences allow us "to inquire, leam and understand the tapestry
of the culmre in a way that reveals God to us in wonderful new ways" (30-31). March
exhorts locals to make the effort of leaming from strangers, but this effort becomes a
normal process when people cross boundaries and enter new places, especially when they
travel overseas. People going overseas to stay for a long period of time, whether for
Christian mission work or for secular mission assignments, often find themselves in a
minority position. The new context often becomes a new leaming school.
Sherwood G. Lingenfelter and Marvin K. Mayers formulate clearly that the thesis
of their book is, "Jesus Christ is the only faithful example of divine love in interpersonal
relationships and communication" (14), yet in real field experience, one of the authors
states, "The Yapese taught us as much about ourselves as they did their own culmre"
(14). One arrives at such a statement after a very long period of leaming through
immersion in a particular context. R. Daniel Shaw recounts how during the years he was
domg translafion assignments he underwent similar experiences where he had to leam
from new categories and discovered God in new ways. His experiences made him
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conclude that a contextualized biblical theology "enables those involved (both insiders
and outsiders) to be transformed more fully to the image ofGod" (211-12). Lingenfelter
and Mayers and Shaw leamed important principles of culmml exchange, to which can be
added that of exercising humility.
Flemming believes that the Incamation of Jesus makes contextualization an
obligation and "establishes a paradigm for mediating God's redeeming presence in the
world today" (21). Writmg in the 1980s, Dean S. Gilliland found contexmalization
appropriate to that moment in the history ofworld evangelization. He proposed five
reasons for contexmalization to be incamational, and thus, a fitting way to engage in
mission (he used the term in its plural form, conforming to his time). The five reasons
include the following: The contextual incamation means that the message will make
sense for each place and people, elevate the self-perception and self-worth of a people,
utilize culmral elements that are consistent with the gospel, call for a participatory model
of seeking for tmth, and, finally, touch all of life (23-27). The church has always faced
the challenging task of relating to its context. Gilliland tried to address this thirty years
ago. Today things have changed so much that contextualization means finding multiple
ways of telling the gospel in just one given context because that very context is itself
plural in today's world.
A successfiil example and model of contexmalization is the translation of the
Bible into hundreds of languages. The Pentecost experience has kept flowing on and on
right to this day. Babel was humanity trying to reduce itself to one language, to which
Pentecost responded by offering the gift of salvation in languages of those present at that
event. Translation has accompanied mission in its evolution, whether in oral or written
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form. Flemming states that eulmre and language are closely knitted, and "[a] people's
particular way of perceiving and interpreting reality (its worldview) is to a large extent
buih into its language" (128). Christiane Dieterle writes that the use of Aramaic in the
Old Testament was already a sign of opening up to the linguistic evolution ofthe
contemporary scene. The translation of the New Testament into Mauritian Creole was
widely accepted, including from other religious circles. The reason for this acceptance
was that it connected with the language of the heart. Non-Christians who would in
normal time not read the Bible were attracted to do so due to the local flavor. Suddenly
what was a foreign book became a local possession.
Dieterle reminds readers that the Protestant missionary effort to connect with
various culmres and people groups resulted in by an explosion of translation. In the
beginning ofthe nineteenth cenmry, some seventy translations were in practice, and at
the end of the twentieth century, more than two thousand languages have the Scripmre
(184-86). Sanneh makes the contrast between Islam and Christianity in their attitude
toward translatabihty of their holy scripmres. Whereas Islam has held onto Arabic as the
exclusi\ e language of the sacred text, Christianity has translated its sacred text freely.
Sanneh argues that the success of the Islamic mission "is founded upon the perpemation
of the sacred Arabic" (213, appealing to the non-Muslim population due to the authority
of the sacred Scripmre. Islam grew in Africa due its Qur'an school. However,
"translatabihty became the characteristic mode ofChristian expansion through history"
(214). The translatabihty characteristic may need to become tme for the way Christians
enter new culmres and adapt themselves as living persons, and not only for the written
word. Translation is a powerful metaphor for mission. After ah, one important principle
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of translation is to involve the receptor community, and such exchanges as project
partners facilitate the gospel's incamational process.
Even though the Old Testament�as compared to the New�has fewer examples
of people contexmalizing, Ott, Tennent, and Strauss draw up a list of The Old Testament
examples to show that God continually used a contexmalizing process in disclosing
himself to Israel. Some examples are the use of the name El (borrowed from the
Canaanites), circumcision, the design of the tabemacle, and more especially the concept
of covenant (271 : March 758). Ott, Tennent, and Strauss point out that in the New
Testament the gospel is not attached to any one culmre, definitely not to the Jewish one,
and the Jemsalem Council totally disconnected the gospel from that culture (272-73). The
freedom that the gospel has to move into new contexts becomes an interesting model for
mission.
Developing Dialogue
One noted example of contexmalization is translation�^the written Word in many
languages�following God's action of love given as a gift, the Word become flesh.
Contexmalization entails entering the setting of someone else to understand that person's
worldview and to bring the Word of life as a transforming agent. John's Gospel reminds
its readers that they are in the world but not ofthe world. Therefore, believers dialogue
with different contexts while retaining their identity as Disciples ofChrist, as the
incamational models (John 1 ; Phil. 2). Bosch sees dialogue as a committnent, done in all
humility (because the Christian faith is a religion of grace), recognizing that religions are
worlds that "face in different directions and ask ftindamentally different questions"
{Transforming Mission 483-85). On 6 December 2006, the Evangelical Lutheran Church
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in Denmark drew up a document to explicate its position on the matter ofmission and
dialogue. This document, recognizes that dialogue is a means of fulfilling the tasks ofthe
Church, a w ay of being present, of acting, and of preaching and conversing about faith
("Mission and Dialogue" 377). Another document, which came after a consultation
organized by the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue and the Office on
Interreligious Relations and Dialogue for WCC, acknowledges the importance of
interfaith dialogue and affirms the freedom of religion, including inviting others to an
understanding of another faith as long as the conversation is conducted without violating
other's rights ("Conversion�Assessing the Reality").
This subject of dialogue is a sensitive issue, and while encouraged and
recommended from one section of the church, other sectors avoid the discussion at all
cost. Stephen B. Bevans finds communication reflective of the very namre of God's
Trinitarian self, and he encourages the laity to be engaged in this exercise and not leave it
to experts only. Believers are to reflect God's dialogic self, and follow Christ in places
less expected. Dialogue, Bevan proposes, can be a way of life, but can also become tme
in social actions, theological exchange and sharing of experiences (52). Amaladoss,
coming from an Asian perspective, is wary of dialogue and proclamation being
dichotomous resulting in the Christian speaking as a conqueror. He sees proclamation as
witnessing to "God's mystery as it has been manifested to us. Dialogue reaches out to the
mystery of God active in others" (3). As stated earlier, the subject of dialogue can be a
sensitive matter and is understood in a variety ofways. Dialogue requires much
sensitivity, which seems to be what Amaladoss is alluding to when he says that Christians
need to see God's mystery in the other.
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Under the theme of plurahty, this smdy looked at a variety of positions that
theologians took. However, when the matter comes to dialogue, the tendency is to
involve all Christians, whether theologians, experts, clergy, or laity. Communication is
experienced in ev eryday life and is a way of being in the presence of one another, as one
relates to the other. Therefore, dialogue is seen by some to be the concem of everyone.
Kjell Magne Bondevik, former Prime Minister ofNorway, makes the appeal for religious
dialogue to happen "from on the grassroots, solving practical questions concerning the
everyday life of people" (255). Interreligious dialogue is no longer confined to certain
regions only, as comments Tarek Mitri, and cannot be looked at with passivity or
indifference, but pushes the Christian disciple to live a life of faith in Christ so as to serve
the wider human community (81-83; Basset; Ogden). Awkwardness in the face of
dialogue comes from not knowing the other person's worldview, and at times from being
unsure of one's own identity. Both create fear. A way forward needs to be found in a
world where Christians cannot segregate themselves nor isolate their faith.
With healthy dialogue opening up new horizons and vistas, a lot of prejudices and
negative judgments could be softened or even disappear. Countries such as Mauritius
have been muhifaith for cenmries; people of different faiths and culmres work together,
play sports together, and live next door to each other, yet they harbor the fear of
exchanging spirimal, religious, or theological conversations. Many carry on side by side
hanging on to prejudices and not venmring to inquire about each other's religious
realities and convictions. This siUiation may be due to the belief that silent presence is
enough. This position creates a safe witnessing method to which all can subscribe.
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Another step beyond mere presence would be to put the message in some verbal
form, such as giving testimonies or preaching. Unformnately, for too long preaching has
been executed without a proper exegesis of the audience. To this task of preaching,
Tennent sends out a reminder that Christians are not called just to preach the gospel but
to communicate it:
This means w e cannot speak the gospel into thin air; rather it must be
effecti\ ely communicated to specific contexts, and we must be ready and
w illing to respond to real and specific objections and doubts, giving
reasons for the hope that is within us (1 Pet. 3:15). To do this we must be
ready to utilize a full range of communicative skills at our disposal,
including dialogue. (241-42)
The key is communication. The essence ofwhat believers try to communicate is Christ,
God's grace to those seeking and searching. Communication also involves listening,
seeking feedback, and overcommg interferences and other negative elements that cause
misunderstanding. The temptation can be to stay at the level of preaching and lose out on
exchanges and two-way conversations. If necessary, Tennent argues. Christians should
use dialogue as a means to enhance exchange between various faiths. The aim, after all, is
to be supple enough to speak to various contexts:
The story of Jesus Christ must continue to speak good news into every
human situation and impact every part of human society. When the gospel
is communicated in ways that do not speak to every area of human
experience, weak churches develop that seem irrelevant to their culmres.
People in every culmre and period of history have the right to hear the
gospel in ways that they understand with their minds and feel deeply with
their emotions. By rooting all theology and practice in scripmre,
penetrafing to the level ofworldview, and interacting with every aspect of
context, we can help ensure the emergence of healthy churches that
connect with and transform their worlds. The resuh will be a stronger
world-wide church that more fiilly reflects God's revelation in his Word.
(Ott, Tennent, and Strauss 290)
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The art of effective communication in today's global village remains a challenge to the
church if it aspires to be identified as a healthy church, but more than that, it needs to be a
respectful church and not come across as imperialistic. Even before globalization had
reached the state it is in today, the challenge to missionary task was about the effort of
knowing and understanding the people to whom the gospel is being proposed. While one
section of Christians holds strongly to a non-compromising verbal proclamation of the
faith and thus argues against mere presence (and even against dialogue, at times), another
section ofChristianity is busy developing the art of dialogue. Dialogue in this school of
thought is seen as an essential action for peace building and an instmment for decreasing
tension. Anne Hege Gmng, to cite one proponent, writes, "One is not entering a dialogue
with the aim of transforming the other(s), but to take part in the possible mumal
transformation which might be the result of the encounter" (290). She is writing within
the context ofMuslim-Christian dialogue. Others, unlike Gmng, think that dialogue will
enhance better understanding of a context that is either new or different and evenmally
aid communication with the purpose of sharing the gospel.
Peskett and Ramachandra contend that the church's desire to engage in mission
"stands or falls with the absoluteness ofChrist" (22). Christians relate to those of other
faiths or no faith based on how God relates to us through Jesus Christ. Christians measure
all different ways of living out faith in God against the revelation of Jesus Christ. Two
texts, Colossians 1:15-28 and the prologue of John, mentioned earlier, are appropriate for
informing the process of dialogue and encounter. The Colossian text declares that the
fullness ofGod was pleased to dwell in Christ. John's prologue teaches how God
connects intimately with humanity, which is an important element in the dialogue process
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with the Mushm and the Jew. To quote Peskett and Ramachandra, "not only does God
speak to humankind, but the divine speech has become a human person" (original
emphasis; 72). To the w orldview that holds to reincarnation and avatars, the texts respond
with how the eternal Word, source and sustainer of everything, "entered once andfor all
into our historical experience to take that humanity for ever into his own eternal life"
(original emphasis; 75). Unless the Christian believer engages in a good and effective
communication in the form of healthy dialogue, he or she may not discover the nuances
in meaning behind terms and concepts other parties are using.
Dialogue is a concem of all Christian believers, write some scholars who are
in\ oh ed in dialogue. The way to go about dialogue may differ. As Gmng points out.
"[T]he word has increasingly become popular and used about all kinds of activities"
(290). She concludes that the notion of dialogue is "fragmented and ambiguous" (290).
For ardent missionaries, whatever the term used seemed to be of less importance to them,
as long as encounters and exchanges were being engaged with respect and sensitivity to
the receiving community. Stanley Jones' experience in India brought him to the point of
questioning the fashion in which India should hear the gospel. He wondered whether
Christianity should go about wiping the slates and then impose a new writing ofthe
dictates ofChristianity as a Westem civilization, with its theological systems and
ecclesiastical organizations. He gives the example of the Mohammedans who used that
method. Jones reasoned that if the message is Christ and Christ alone, then it cannot
follow such an example. Christ must be able to do the same with India as he did with
Judaism, giving it "a new radiant expression" (169-70). In such an encounter, with such
an attimde and motivation, the Christian can be more effective in sharing the gift of
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God's grace in Christ to other faiths. K. P. Aleaz wonders whether Christians should not
witness Christ in the company of Hindus rather than reflect all alone and offer one-sided
views. The emphases may be different. Instead of seeing the work of Christ as a juridical
justification, Hindus would relate more to the experience of Jesus as releasing precious
life for humanity. The Christian could discover other themes, argues Aleaz. such as "re-
centering and self-knowledge" ("Wimessing Chrisf 107) and that in Christ one regains
the sense of "harmonious blend with the divine" (107). According to Aleaz dialogue is
beneficial to both sides.
In a similar fashion, dialogue with Muslims would certainly reveal new ways of
rearticulating the Christian faith. Rick Brown uses the example of Bible translation to
demonstrate the need to rethink how the term Son(s) ofGod is used. Muslims are so
afraid of this phrase they refiise to listen to texts that include the expression. Six ways
have been proposed for translation. Some are very literal with footnotes and other
explanatory devices. Another method is the use of simile, or by using synonyms from the
culmre, or just keeping to biblical synonyms. Brown concludes his arguments by drawing
from Luke, who, as a Gentile gospel writer, went about translating the term. In 1 : 32-33,
Luke introduces the term in a messianic context, by using "Son of God." In chapter 4, a
synonym, "the Chrisf is used. Peter's confession is then simply, "the Christ of God"
(Luke 9:20). In the passion narrative, Jesus is "the Christ ofGod, his chosen one" (Luke
23:35). Regarding expressions for the Trinity, in sixty or so passages, the second person
is mostly "Chrisf and only eight times "Son ofGod" (135-42). Since then, more
conversations and debates continue, showing the seriousness of proper communication.
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Mark W. Thomsen challengingly poses the question whether God has not "raised
up Mohammed, among others, to critique our theological discussions and to force such
conversation around our theology" (197). After the World Trade Center event of 1 1
September 2001 in New York, many wrote about the new relations that would develop
between the United States, seen as a Christian nation, and the Arab world, representing
Islam. James L. Garlow , as one of those who tried to address the issue, poses the
following questions: "How can you reach out to Muslims if you know nothing about
them? Who are they? What are they like? How do they think? What might insult them?
What would the\ be able to agree with? What will they not accept?" (120-21). Among
the various helps he offers, he challenges Christians to be knowledgeable of Islam and
the Muslim traditions and heritage so as to be more effective in sharing Christ (and even
in talking about the Trinity).
Developing Intercultural Competencies
This theological framework and literamre review has revealed that the church did
the very best to relate to its context through a proper understanding of that very context.
Missionaries and scholars take various approaches and positions concerning how to live
with and relate to plurality. Christian faith communities have by now quite a long history
of interreligious experience, but the world is now faced with new dynamics and new
realities. Even a context such as Mauritius, which has always been muhiculmral and of
multifaiths has a long way to go in the area of religious encounter or inter-religious
dialogue. Although scholars may still debate on inculmration (or enculhiration, for some),
adaptation, indigenization, transculmration, and other such terms that show their
preoccupation with the relationship of gospel to culhire, at least the debate also reveals
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that they have some agreement on the need to identify with the setting and to fmd ways
that are most effective to encourage sharing the gospel. 1 believe the above smdies show
that Christians need to discover more of other faiths and culmres around them to produce
more effective communication. Christians must build their sensitivity toward those who
practice faith differently and develop appropriate competencies to relate to their
worldviews. More skills are required to uncover meanings behind language so that grey
areas that can cause misunderstanding (which may in certain circumstances cause
conflict) are diminished. Lack of skills in understanding other lifestyles and behaviors,
and lack of being able to adjust one's own behavior can lead to negative or even
dangerous judgments. Intentionally acquiring knowledge of intercultural relations is
advisable so as to combat ethnocentrism. In the process of acquiring knowledge of other
worldviews and how others practice their beliefs, one important step has surfaced�the
Christian needs to establish his or her faith position well. The balance between
consolidating self-identity and opening up to the other culmre can be a tricky exercise.
Some form of a procedure in training for cross-culmral relations needs to be established.
Terry Muck and Frances S. Adeney suggest the following stages for Christians
willing to improve their interreligious competencies: experiencing, bracketing
convictions, encountering, evaluating, and integrating horizons (221-99). The section
named experiencing entails recognizing and understanding one's own past experiences.
Milton J. Bennett, who has made extensive contribution to the field of cultural
competencies, supports this view, suggesting, "Culmral self-awareness is a necessary
precursor of intercultural leaming, which involves recognizing culmral differences. If
smdents do not have a mental baseline of their own culture(s), they will find it difficuh to
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recognize and manage cultural differences" (S4). Lloyd E. Kwast writes, "The most basic
procedure in a smdy of culmres is to become a master of one's own" (361 ). He suggests
that one start with the most outer layer that one can observe, which is Behavior. The
other layers are Values, Beliefs, and fmally one gets to the core: Worldview. The other
step is to know the other person, requiring commitment:
The only method which promises results is that of self-exposure, as
complete as possible, to the impact of a religion as a whole. The attimde is
not that of theoria. the dispassionate contemplation which was the ideal of
the Greek, and which leads to nothing more fmitful than intellectual
analysis. The new approach is that of engagement, personal involvement
in something which is of deep concem to us because it is of deep to
millions of our fellow human beings. (Neill 4)
These thoughts were expressed in the early sixties of last cenmry. In several
conversations with church members in Grand Rapids, Michigan and in London, England,
I found the same reactions to sharing one's understanding of faith and God with those of
other faiths. People who were very committed to the church and the Christian faith know
how to share the gospel with nominal Christians. Bom-again Christians tell about Jesus to
others around them and have no idea what the other person's views are. One committed
lady in Grand Rapids told me that she worked with Jews but never ever asked them what
their faith was all about. One gentleman preacher told me how he preaches to those who
come to church, and he gets all excited about it, but was surprised when 1 asked him
whether the church's message would attract the Afghans next door to the church.
Interviews with youth from a mission organization in South Korea, Australia, and
Mauritius revealed that they had prepared a three-minute presentation of a salvation story
that apparently could convert any unbeliever, but the audience would have to be
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knowledgeable of the organization's belief system and its voeabulary. The audience
would have to adjust itself to the organization's faith position.
In a very recent, ninety-minute conversation with five Christians from two
different churches in Mauritius, the usual cliche that Christians cannot effectively share
the gospel with people ofother faiths was confirmed. What is more, our conversation
showed they had little knowledge about the other belief system and not much motivation
to seek to understand the other. 1 asked whether we could present the gospel to Muslims
without calling Jesus the Son ofGod. The reaction was one of astonishment. 1 then
suggested that some other religions have some notion ofTrinity ("Trinity" 82-91), and
that information was a total surprise, too. We talked about various worldviews, but they
had quite a difficulty to articulate their understanding of the matter. All five of them have
basic training in mission. The good news was that they responded positively to the
question ofwhether they would welcome training oppormnities to gain skills for sharing
the gospel in the market square.
This research design was developed as 1 went through the literamre reviewing
process. The readings unraveled a whole world of interest in the phenomena of
interculmral sensitivity and competencies. Smdies in interculmral competencies have
been proposed to create better working environments, better educational settings,
improve study abroad, and are being introduced for new approaches to mission or short
mission trips. D. P. S. Bhawuk and R. Brislin, for example, suggest, "To be effective in
another culmre, people must be interested in other culmres, be sensitive enough to notice
culmral differences, and then also be willing to modify their behavior as an indication of
respect for people of other culmres" (416). The church cannot be left behind in the area
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of cross-cultural competencies. While people going on short-term mission trips spend
some time in gaining skills to communicate in new environments, the time has come for
the larger church to enter a similar program if it wishes to be culmrally sensitive. The
missional church needs to de\ elop intentional culmre awareness training to prepare itself
to continue its God-gi\ en mission.
Bennett puts forward a Developmental Model of Interculmral Sensitivity (DMIS).
It suggests one pole of ethnocentrism and another of ethnorelativism. A person moves
from the first to the second through the phases of denial, defense reversal, minimization,
acceptance, adaptation, and integration (Hammer, Bennett, and Wiseman 423-24). The
approach w as qualitative inquiry, and the question, "What kind of leaming?" motivated
research to bring about changes. Later the qualitative indicators were franslated into valid
quantitative data by developing a technique that was named Interculmral Development
Inventory (IDI; Bennett S6).
David A. Livermore makes use of a Culmral Intelligence Scale and has drawn
from several sources, as well as having done several smdies all of which were qualitative
in nature but with the help of quantitative work of others. With the support ofDr. Soon
Ang and Dr. Linn Van Dyne whose expertise are in the field of organizational
management, Livermore has refined his research ofCulmral Intelligence in the field of
ministry and faith-based contexts (3399-3401). Ang et al. note that a gap occurred in the
understanding ofwhy some individuals were more successfiil than others in culmrally
diverse simations. P. Christopher Earley and Soon Ang responded to that need by
developing the constmct of culmral intelligence (CQ), which was muhidimensional and
targeted cross-cultural interactions in simations of race, ethnicity, and nationality (336).
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Up to that point, researchers were familiar with IQ and EQ, as well as practical
intelligence and social intelligence. When the world became more and more globalized, it
became evident that practical intelligence was limited.
Based on the contribution of Livermore and Van Dyne 1 designed research to
address the concems of the Mauritian church that exists in a multiculmral and multifaith
context, where several worldviews exist. The plan was to assess the sensitivity and
competencies of a sample group by the use of a survey designed to evaluate
metacognitive. cognitive, motivational and behavioral levels of a sample group. The
design was inspired by the dimensions and scales proposed by Livermore and Van Dyne.
The next phase was to take the group through an experience of inter-faith dialogue and a
series of smdies built around themes to help participants grasp their own identity and to
build confidence in their call to become gift givers across culmral barriers.
The plan may be schematized in the following stages:
� Pretest�Discover where one is at in terms of culmral/faith knowledge and
attitude;
� Intervention�Experiencing one's life simation and worldview; understanding
worldviews so as to remove prejudices; encountering so as to understand the other;
evaluating, re-engaging convictions (teaching interventions); integrating new knowledge
(teaching intervention-interactions); developing new approaches;
� Posttest�Time of assimilation and implementation of new leaming; and,
� Focus Group�Interviews to discover the experiences lived in the encounter
of text and context, how participants processed the experience, and what element was
more helpful.
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Research Design
I used a quahtative, exploratory, mixed methodology using pre- and post-
inter\ ention surv eys as the quantitative component and made use of participant-observer
field notes, joumaling, and a focus group at the end as qualitative component. The
quantitati\ e aspect was in the form of two questionnaires administered to the church
members who attended a workshop on how to improve their knowledge about cross-
culmral ministry. The aim of the questions administered at two points was to discover the
changes that occurred due to the intervention. The questions were in the Likert-type items
format. William Wiersma and Stephen G. Jurs believe that mixed methods offer
approaches from several perspectives, thus avoiding a uni-method bias (276-77). Mixed
methods offer a more comprehensive smdy since it comes from different standpoints.
Quanfitativ e type questions and qualitative ones bring out different perspectives.
Eleven members later participated in a focus group to help bring out what worked
best for them in the intervention workshop and to discuss how they felt in their
relationships with members of other faiths. No control group was used. This stage was
qualitafive and themes were picked up from the interactions ofthe participants.
The workshop themes followed those developed in the literamre review: missio
Dei, Trinity and mission, Incamation and contexmahzation, cross-culmral mission and
dialogue. Peskett and Ramachandra's book. The Message ofMission, provided the
passages and supportive articles used to feed the workshop interventions, mainly because
it offered both Westem and Eastem perspectives.
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Summary
According to the Association ofReligion Data Archives, as of Febmary 2012 the
Christian population ofMauritius was 33. 1 7 percent, Muslims 16.85 percent, and Hindus
w ere at 44.21 percent. The Protestant-evangelical communities are guessed at 4 percent.
The Presbyterian Church is part of that very small minority. The CIA reports indicate the
following: Hindu 48 percent, Roman Catholic 23.6 percent, Muslim 16.6 percent, other
Christians 8.6 percent, other 2.5 percent.
I hypothesized that encounters of interreligious namre would build the Christian
participant's capacity to constmct local theologies and that the believers would be in a
better position to separate the essentials from the peripherals, some ofwhich are obstacles
to sharing the gospel. In general, the Mauritian church has vestiges of its colonial past
and even recent independent churches tend to emulate the churches from the West. For
outsiders, these practices are not well understood and often misinterpreted. H. S. Wilson
gives an example of how a rightist-Hindu organization demonstrated against shops in
Bombay for selling Valentine cards. They took the sale of this item as a religious
imposition by another culmre (15-16). In a similar fashion non-Christians in Mauritius
cannot distinguish between Westem traditions and customs and the main core of
Christian faith, since the Christians themselves have not broken away from that
inheritance.
In this chapter, the literamre review revealed the dynamics ofthe new world of
pluralism and the ways Christians are trying to respond theologically and in practice.
The
chapter revealed various worldviews and the deep realities of different people groups.
The church has always responded to different settings because the gospel is not tied down
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to one culture or nation, or even language. Scholars from different periods and
representing occidental and oriental perspectives helped paint the settings of cultural
pluralism as well as providing definitions of culture and worldview. The theological and
biblical foundation argued that the Triune God entered humanity's space and time
through the incamation and by the work of the Holy Spirit creates and sends a missionary
church to the world that God loves and cares for. The review therefore proceeded to look
at the concept of contexmalization and its implications. This exercise inductively
produced tw o more areas that required some consultation of literamre: dialogue and
interculmral competencies.
This research provided an experience in religious encounters and dialogue by
selecting three major faith communities on the island ofMauritius: Christians, Muslims,
and Hindus. The Christians were all from the Presbyterian community of faith and in the
encounter the sought to leam how to relate with other faiths and to discover more about
their respective belief
Members of the church revisited their understanding of some themes: God, human
namre, sin, and salvation. Later, the group experienced a live encounter with followers of
Islam and Hinduism who shared their own understanding of the themes. A dialogue for
further clarification grasped as much as possible the knowledge and behavior of other
faith followers. Michael Pocock, Gailyn Van Rheenen, and Douglas McConnell argue
that God already revealed himself in every culmre well before missionaries came.
However, this general revelation is not sufficient. Salvation comes through the special
revelation that only Scripmre provides. The believer's task, they propose, is to look into
the various culmres so as to discover the ways in which God has already revealed himself
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in them, and prepared them to receive the Christian faith (338). The concept of sin, or of
salvation, may mean different things to two people in conversation. Christians need to
improve communication by going behind the word that is said and heard to what it feels
like and how it vibrates in the mind and in the world of the other person.
A technique used today in the field of translation is to interact with receptors, to
use their competencies in areas of style, poetry, and popular expressions that connect
with their readers. This model inspired my hypothesis. An interreligious encounter was a
way of understanding and grasping what made sense within the other person's reality.
Those who w ish to become better communicators of the good news need to discover how
some of the concepts mentioned in this chapter play out in decision making, choices, and
manner of life of other believers. For better progress to happen, the sharer ofthe gospel
needs to adjust communication style by first becoming a listener, then learning new ways
to articulate the gospel that would connect with different culmres.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
I ba\ e established in previous chapters that the church lives its faith life in a
multi-cultural and multi-faith setting. The teachings ofthe church are founded upon the
Scripmre that models a missionary God, a contexmalizer God who is revealed as Trinity.
The God who comes into the context of humanity�incamation�is also the God who
sends. However, the church in Mauritius tends to stay within its cloister, hesitant about
crossing the border to share the gift of grace. 1 hypothesize that the factor of fear is based
on lack of knowledge and negative attimde.
The purpose of this smdy was to evaluate metacognitive, cognitive, motivational,
and behavioral changes in the members of the Presbyterian Church as a result of a series
of teachings on how to engage in cross-culmral ministry on the island ofMauritius.
Research Questions and/or Hypotheses
Three questions were identified to guide this project.
Research Question #1
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed culmral sensitivity questionnaire
#1 before the workshop, on engaging in cross-culmral ministry?
The instmment used to assess the level at which members identified themselves in
the area of culmre sensitivity was a five point researcher-designed, Likert-type
quesfionnaire. The fifteen quesfions covered the four dimensions stated in the research
questions. This questionnaire helped establish a baseline that 1 could use to measure
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effectiveness of transformation in the areas ofmetacognition, cognition, motivation, and
behavior. Further, quahtative data was gathered through the use of two open-ended
questions.
Research Question #2
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed culmral sensitivity questionnaire
#2 after the workshop, on engaging in cross-culmral ministry?
The posttest questionnaire was the same fifteen Likert-type questions as in the
pretest. This test was taken at the end of the series of teachings on cross-culmral ministry.
Two new, open-ended questions were included to gather qualitative data. They were not
the same questions as in the pretest questionnaire. 1 hypothesized that some significant
changes would take place in participants in terms of knowledge and motivation that
would result in participants being more at ease in marketplace witnessing. 1 also gathered
data for qualitative analysis as a participant observer. The participants were encouraged
to keep a journal of their ongoing experiences.
Research Question #3
What element or elements of the seminar contributed most in bringing about the
observed changes?
This aspect of the design was qualitative. The participants were given freedom to
express themselves and interact with one another in a focus group. Participants were able
to express how they believed they had changed with using a quantitative, Likert-type
approach. They could explain the why behind the new attitude and share how they were
able to implement in practical ways what they had leamed. They had their journals to
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draw from to recall important points that covered the period from the seminar to the focus
group meeting.
Population and Participants
The larger population identified for this smdy was the Presbyterian Church of
Mauritius. This exercise was non-randomized. The participants were male and female
members drawn from the Presbyterian Church in Mauritius. They were self-selected in
response to an invitation sent to all parishes. They were all over 18 years old. None of
them w ere from the clergy. 1 secured permission from each pastor in charge and made a
short presentation in each parish during Sunday worship services. A small poster was
designed and placed in each parish. Once participants had signed up, 1 called all of them
to thank them and to answer any preliminary questions they had to ensure their
willingness to participate and to guarantee confidentiality of their contribution.
Design of the Study
I used a qualitative, exploratory, mixed methodology with pre- and post-
intervention surveys, observer-participant notes, participant joumals, and a focus group at
the end. The project objective was to empower participants to engage in a multiculmral
marketplace ministry by experiencing an encounter of interreligious namre so as to bring
changes in motivation and changes in knowledge resulting in changes in behavior. This
intervention or treatment is used in research to manipulate the independent variable. John
W. Creswell writes, "[T]he basic intent of an experimental design is to test the impact of
a treatment (or an intervention) on an outcome, controlling for all other factors that might
influence that outcome" (3152). Researchers recommend the following:
After the treatment has been administered for an appropriate length of
time, researchers observe or measure the groups receiving different
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treatments (by means of a posttest of some sort) to see if they differ.
Another way of saying this is that researchers want to see whether the
treatment made a difference. (Wallen and Fraenkel 6824)
After the series of teachings, a posttest was administered so that any changes could be
observed, in keeping with research practices.
The experiment or treatment was in the form of a series of teachings. The stages
ofthe workshop followed the model proposed by Muck and Adeney (see Appendix D).
The content ofthe teaching material followed Peskett and Ramachandra to have a
balanced input from West and East (or global South as they are now named). The main
components of teaching followed the themes umaveled through the literamre review:
missio Dei, Trinitarian mission, incamational ministry, and worldviews seen through the
themes ofGod, humanity, sin, and salvation.
The method used was an exploratory, mixed method. It, therefore, consisted of
determining the knowledge (metacognition and cognition), motivation, and behavior of
participants before and after the intervention seminar by a questionnaire. A third
instmment in the form of a focus group was used after participants had ample time to
assimilate sessions they went through and had practiced new behavior.
The core group formed part of a community that expressed apprehension in
sharing its faith. The smdy focused on how to bring about a change and cause a certain
interest and motivation to go out of one's habitual zone.
Instrumentation
The instmments used in this design were a pretest and a posttest in the form of a
researcher-designed questionnaire made up of fifteen quesfions in the Likert-type style.
This pretest quesfionnaire established how sensitive participants were to people of other
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faiths and cultures. The posttest questionnaire indicated whether any change was present
in the form of improvement in sensitivity to those of other faiths and culmres after the
seminar. Data was also gathered through participants' joumaling and my own notes as
participant observer.
The last instmment was a focus group to answer the question, "What element or
elements ofthe seminar helped most in bringing about the changes?" This session lasted
two hours and was based on specific questions but allowed testimonies. Questions helped
assess the intervention workshop.
The teaching seminars were audiotaped not videotaped. No control group was
utilized.
\ ariables
The independent variable was the intervention seminar that dispensed teachings
on cross-culmral engagement in the marketplace.
The dependent variable was the change that occurred in terms ofmetacognition,
cognition, motivation, and behavior seen in concrete actions ofmissional namre. The
participants had eighteen weeks to practice what they had leamed from the seminar.
Reliability and Validity
The Likert-type questions were tested by a small group of five persons who made
comments from their own experience and difficulties. The thirty questions were reduced
to fifteen Likert-type and two open-ended inquiries based on the comments from this
group. The seventeen questions were sent to Dr. Steve Ybarrola, Dr. Milton Lowe, and
Dr. Thomas Tumblin for their comments and improvements. Their input was considered
and adjustments made accordingly. Finally the Research Reflection Team that supported
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my research work held two meetings to go over the questions to fine-mne them and make
final decisions. Quesfions included in the survey, whether Likert-type or open ended,
were designed to gather informafion consistenl with the research questions.
Audiotaping was used to make sure that the qualitafive data was faithfiilly
transcribed.. The facts have been reported as best possible, given the questions and
responses were translated from Creole and French to English. Creswell writes that
validity in the case of qualitative research "is based on determining whether the findings
are accurate from the standpoint of the researcher, the participant, or the readers of an
account" (3969-71). Two people assisted in taking notes for the focus group meeting. 1
used these to verify my own notes. Contradictions, such as between the quantitative and
qualitative data, were reported despite interpretation difficulties. Four members ofthe
focus group sent e-mails to summarize what they had contributed to the discussion. These
were tallied with the transcript (Creswell 3956-7). Together with these e-mails 1 also
verified a few items with two participants. These were general items and not items
directly from the two participants themselves since the whole exercise was done
anonymously and I had no access to their identity. They vouched that the report faithfiilly
described the seminar experience.
Great care was taken to make sure participants were in the best condition and had
adequate information to take the pretest and posttest. 1 along with a person who mns
workshops as her profession gave the instmctions. Participants were asked whether the
exercise was clearly understood. The teaching seminar took into consideration the four
capabilities so that it would align with the pretest and the posttest, as well as with the
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purpose statement. The fifteen questions of the researcher-designed questionnaire cover
the four areas mentioned in the purpose statement.
I anticipated that answering Likert-type questions may not be part of the local
culmre and could be a possible threat to the validity of the surveys. A member ofmy
Research Reflection team who conducts workshops as her profession was available to
assist participants w ho needed help. Before handing out the survey questionnaire, she did
a short PowerPoint presentation, specifically explaining how to answer questions set in
the negativ e. I made certain that the participants had the best possible environment to
take the surveys and to li\ e the experience of interfaith encounters. The location was the
same for the pretest and posttest.
Data Collection
Thirty-two people participated in the project, composed ofmen and women, as
well as some young people above the age of 18. They were volunteers who responded to
an open invitafion. The official invitation sent to each parish explained why the exercise
was being done. They were nofified that total confidentiality was a condition ofthe
project.
The total smdy spanned over a period of eighteen weeks, with the teaching
seminar being held at the very start of that period. The seminar was designed to take
place on a Friday and Sahtrday, resuming eight days later on a Sunday.
Lunch and dinner
were provided. Participants were given folders, paper and pens for note taking,
and a
joumal for the joumaling exercise. I did my best to create a pleasant
environment for
smdy by having it in a private club restaurant.
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A survey questionnaire of seventeen questions collected the data, fifteen ofwhich
were Likert-type and two open-ended inquiries. This survey questionnaire was a pre-
seminar questionnaire (see Appendix A). A posttest, including seventeen-questions of
which fifteen were Likert-type and two open ended, collected data eight days later at the
end ofthe seminar (see Appendix B). The Likert-type questionnaires were the
quantitative components. The open-ended questions provided primary information of a
qualitative namre. Further data was collected in the form of a personal participant
observor joumal, which 1 kept. This personal joumal covered the seminar and notes
during the sixteen weeks following the seminar. Finally, data was collected through a
focus group meeting, which took place sixteen weeks after the seminar. The meeting was
audiotaped. The instmment used in the focus group was a semi-stmcmred interview.
Data Analysis
Thirty-two participants, men and women, including youth, filled in survey
questions to determine their level of sensitivity to the culmres around them at that point
in time. The areas tested were metacognifive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral. An
expert statistician. Dr. Janet Dean, processed the Likert-type questions.
Open-ended questions 1 6 and 1 7 on the pretests and posttests were read and
reread several times to get a general picmre and to provide some idea of how to code the
data. Ian Dey explains that the main aim of reading is to prepare the ground for analysis:
"We can compare the action of reading the data with a bit of gardening. By digging over
the ground, we loosen the soil and make it possible for the seeds of our analysis to put
down roots and grow" (87). I started by color-coding as 1 went through the responses.
Once I understood the material, I translated the main thoughts and key words from
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French and Creole to English. On a large paper, 1 drew four columns and five rows. The
four columns represented the pretest questions 16 and 17 and posttest questions 16 and
17. The rows were for the five age groups. This format provided a grid into which 1
entered each participant's responses in the form of key words and key thoughts. 1 went
through the originals several times and kept improving my entries in the grid. Finally, the
transcripts were read through the lenses of the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational,
and behavioral dimensions as per research questions #1 and #2.
The notes 1 had taken during the seminar were added to the transcript which was
produced from the audiotaped interactions between the participants and the guest
speakers. During the seminar the participants gave feedback from their experience, and
the feedback u as audiotaped. The audiotaped feedback was also transcribed. The focus
group's audiotaped recordings were transcribed and translated. The transcription was
verified with notes taken by two secretaries. The same procedure of reading and
rereading, use of color coding, and eventually identifying themes was undertaken just as 1
had done w ith the earlier collected data.
Ethical Procedures
Participants were not required to indicate their names in the quesfionnaires.
Participants were given index numbers of three digits. An independent person
did the
registration taking down names for presence throughout the seminar. She
was the only
one who could match names to index numbers, but she had no access to the
questionnaire. Another person handed out the questionnaires and gathered
them at the
end, and he had no access to the register. Only an expert in statistics and 1 analyzed
the
submitted quesfionnaires. Since participants were not required to reveal their idenfities
in
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the questionnaires, they were not named in the report. Data collected was destroyed.
Resource persons, invited as guest speakers, were not identified in any documentation.
They were briefed about the research task and signed a consent letter.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
The members of the Presbyterian Church ofMauritius hve and work in a
muhifaith and muhicultural environment, in which they are a very small minority. The
members feel comfortable sharing the gospel with nominal Christians but fmd it more
difficuh to share their faith stories across culmral and faith barriers. The purpose of this
smdy w as to evaluate the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral changes
in participants who took part in a workshop on how to engage in cross-culmral ministry
on the island ofMauritius.
The seminar was held in a restaurant to provide the participants a pleasant
working environment in terms of setting, as well as hospitality services. The seminar
started on a Friday e\ ening, and contmued on the Samrday as a full day format. After a
week's break the seminar resumed on the following Sunday for four hours. Two groups
representing two different religions, Islam and Hinduism, were invited to come and share
about their conviction and how they practiced it. Unformnately, neither group included
women, although their participation was a strong recommendation from my part.
The data was collected by a pretest survey and a posttest survey with both having
the same fifteen Likert-type questions. Four open-ended questions set as questions 16 and
1 7 on both the pretest and posttest questionnaires also provided data. The pretest
questions 16 and 17 were not the same as questions 16 and 17 on the posttest survey. A
seminar was held in which participants had a live encounter and times of exchange with
three speakers representing two different faiths. The participants kept joumals over the
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sixteen weeks following the seminar right up to the focus group exercise. Data was
collected from the transcripts, from my joumal as participant observer, from a few
participant joumals, and from the focus group meeting. This research used both a
quantitative instmment and qualitative approach. 1 also acted as a facilitator observer.
Participants
The participants were all volunteers from one denomination, the Presbyterian
Church ofMauritius. The workshop was advertised through the official parish channels,
after having shared the project with the various pastors. The participants were all 18 years
old or above and were identified by a three-digit index number in view of keeping
anonymity. The sample of thirty-two included nine men (28.1 percent) and twenty-three
women (71.9 percent; see Figure 4.1).
Gender
Figure 4.1. Gender distribution.
The majority ofthe participants were between 50 and 59 years of age (n=15; 46.9
percent) with nearly equal numbers in the other age groups
�ages 18 to 29 (n=4; 12.5
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percent), ages 30 to 39 (n=4; 12.5 percent), ages 40 to 49 (n= 5; 15.6 percent), and ages
60 to 69 (n=4; 12.5 percent; see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2. Age distribution.
Table 4. 1 shows the age and gender distribution of the participants. If the age
groups 18-29 and 30-39 are combined, the percentage comes up to 25 percent. The span
50-69 made up 75 percent. The first observation is the glaring absence of the yoimger
generation in a workshop that was encouraged by all pastors and the training department
of the denomination.
I
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Table 4.1. Age and Gender Distribution
Gender 18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Total %
Male 1 1 0 5 2 9 28.12
Female 3 3 5 10 2 23 71.87
Total 4 4 5 15 4 32
% 12.5 12.5 15.63 46.87 12.5
Table 4.2 shows the mission experience profile of the participants. The term
mission was defined quite broadly to include sharing the gospel through lifestyle or
through words, serving others in various ways as one sent by God, witnessing, actions of
love and mercy, or through evangelism. The questions were designed to gather
information concerning the participants' involvement or not in some mission activity. If
the participant had mission experience, further items identified if it was local parish level
or farther out, giving an indication that the participants had made some effort at moving
just a small step out of their comfort zone. The seminar had one session on planning
mission based on Acts 1:8. This session identified Jemsalem as being the participants'
home-based area, and moving out to Judea and later on to Samaria was a metaphor of
crossing additional barriers as one moves farther and farther away from the comfortable
home base. Other statements identified whether the participant had cross-culmral
experience or not (Samaria and ends ofthe earth�Acts 1 :8). The statements
also
idenfified whether the person had a leadership role or not and whether a person had
the
experience of sharing of the gospel in a cross-culmral sihiation.
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Table 4.2. Mission Profile of Participants (N=32)
Male (n=9) Combined
Statement (n-23)
n % n % n %
1
1 served on a mission experience in my
parish
8 88.88 21 91.3 29 90.62
-)
1 ser\ ed in a mission experience in
another part of the island
6 66.66 8 34.78 14 43.75
3
I scr\ ed on an international mission
experience
3 33.33 5 21.73 8 25.00
4 1 haN e no mission experience 1 11.11 1 4.34 2 6.25
5 I lead ha\ e led a mission team 3 33.33 2 8.69 5 15.62
6 1 have ser\ ed in cross-cultural mission 3 33.33 3 13.04 6 18.75
7
1 have shared the gospel with people of
other faiths
8 88.88 19 82.60 27 84.37
8
1 have ne\ er shared the gospel with
people of other faiths
1 11.11 1 4.34 2 6.25
Twenty-nine out of tbe thirty-two participants (90.62 percent) indicated they had
participated in some form of mission at parish level, while three had no such experience
at all. A high percentage (84.37 percent) shared the gospel with people of other faiths, but
only 18.75 percent had cross-culmral experience. Those who indicated they had cross-
culmral experience fell within the ages of 50 to 60. No one was in the combined age
groups of 18 to 49. Five out ofthe thirty-two participants (15.62 percent) had leadership
roles in mission teams. One was a male in the age group of 18-29, while all others were
in their 50s. One male and one female indicated they had never shared the gospel with
people of other faiths, the female being in the age group of 30-39.
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Research Question #1
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed culmral sensitivity questionnaire
#1, before the workshop on engaging in cross-culmral ministry?
Means and standard deviations were computed for each ofthe subscales and items
ofthe culmral sensitivity questionnaire at the pretest administration (see Table 4.3). At
pretest, mean responses for all items and subscales ranged between 2�Disagree and 4~
Agree. The differences between responses to the subscales were of some significance.
The motivational subscale score (M = 2.68; SD = 0.45) was significantly lower than the
metacognitive subscale score (M = 3.21; SD = 0.51; / [31] = -3.63;/? = .001), the
cognitive subscale score (M = 3.17; SD = 0.53; ? [31] = -3.49; p = .001), and the
behavioral subscale score (M = 3.03; SD = 0.69; ? [31] = -2.27; p = .031). In addition, the
cognitive subscale score (M = 3.17; SD = 0.53) was significantly lower than the
attimdinal subscale score (M = 2.73; SD = 0.82; ? [31] - -2.41; p = .022. The pretest
questionnaire showed fair intemal reliability with a Cronbach's alpha of 0.66, which is
fair given the multidimensional namre of this questionnaire.
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Table 4.3. Means and Standard Deviations for the Cultural Sensitivit>
Questionnaire
Pretest
Pretest
M SD
Posttest
M SD
(dO P
Metacogniti\ e Subscale 3.21 .51 3.30 .59 -.82 30 .418
(Item 5) I am conscious of cultural differences
and adjust m\ self so as not to cause offense.
4 09 .96 4.26 .63 -.92 30 .363
(Item 13) I make sure I ha\e the correct
cultural or religious knowledge when
interacting with people ofdifferent cultures
and faiths.
3.19 1.06 3.29 1.07 -.55 30 .587
(Item 10) 1 do nol explore more about new
things 1 discover about other religions.
3.28 1.20 3.06 1.21 .85 30 .405
Cogniti\ e Subscale 3.17 .53 2.99 .36 1.74 30 .092
(Item 4) I know the cultural values and
religious beliefs of other cultures around me.
2.69 1.06 2.90 1.01 -1.14 30 .265
(Item 2) I know the arts, music and cultural
dances of other cultures around me.
3.37 .98 2.90 1.01 2.24 30 .032*
(Item 1 4) I do not know how other religious
communities organize their marriage systems.
3.06 1.16 2.90 1.08 1.10 30 .281
(Item 6) I know the golden rule of many faith
communities.
2.44 1.13 2.74 .97 -1.58 30 .125
Motiv ational Subscale 2.68 .45 2.73 .47 -.61 30 .544
(Item 8) I am curious and therefore inquire
about the meaning of ceremonies and rituals I
am invited to attend.
3.50 1.08 3.87 .92 -1.67 30 .106
(Item 3) I enjoy interacting with people of
other faith.
3.97 .90 4.26 .58 -1.79 30 .083
(Item 11)1 would not enjoy living in a new
culture overseas.
Behavioral Subscale
2.50
3.03
l.ll
.69
2.50
3.29
1.11
.71
-.64
-2.31
30
30
.525
.028*
(Item 15) I wear clothes that would more or
less fit/match with cultural and religious
functions I attend.
(Item 7) I adapt my style of speaking and
words I use when I interact with those of other
3.00
3.47
1.19
1.30
2.74
3.84
1.29
1.00
1.10
-2.28
30
30
.280
.030*
faiths.
(Item 12) I am not sure how to act when I am
around people of different cultures and faiths.
Attitudinal Subscale
(Item 1 ) I enjoy listening to non-western
music.
(Item 9) I do not like to watch TV or live
programs of other cultures or faiths.
Total Score
2.63 1.07 2.63 1.07 -.81 30 .423
2.73 .82 2.95 .65 -1.92 30 .065
3.56 .98 3.42 .99 .64 30 .525
2.75 1.16 2.97 1.14 -1.28 30 .211
45.75 3.59 46.32 2.71 -1.06 30 .296
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Research Question #2
What were the metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral levels of
the participants, as measured by the researcher-designed culmral sensitivity questionnaire
#2, after the workshop on engaging in cross-culmral ministry?
Means and standard deviations were computed for each of the items of the
cultural sensitivity questionnaire at the posttest administration (see Table 4.3). At
posttest, mean responses for all subscales ranged between 2.5 (slightly higher than
Disagree) and 4.26 (slightly higher than Agree). There were several significant
differences among responses to the subscales. The metacognitive subscale score (M =
3.30; SD = 0.59) was significantly higher than the post-attimdinal subscale score (M ^
2.95; SD - 0.65; t [30] = -2.67; p = .012), the cognitive subscale score (M = 2.99; SD =
0.36; t[3l] = 2.\9;p^ .036), and the motivational subscale score (M = 2.73; SD = 0.47; /
[31] = 3.93; p < .001). In addition, the cognitive subscale score (M = 2.99; SD
= 0.36)
was significantly higher than the mofivafional subscale score (M = 2.73; SD
= 0.71; t [31]
= 2.42; p = .022) and significantly lower than the behavioral subscale score (M
= 3.29;
SD = 0.71; t[3\] = -2.13; p = .041). Finally, the behavioral subscale score (M
= 3.29; SD
= 0.47) was higher than the mofivafional subscale score (M = 2.73; SD
= 0.71; / [31] = -
3.72; p = .001). The posttest questionnaire showed fair intemal reliability with a
Cronbach's alpha of 0.44, reflecting the multidimensional namre of this quesfionnaire.
Change from Pretest to Posttest
A series of dependent samples Mests explored any changes in levels of agreement
with each item over time. Overall the total attimdinal scores did not change significantly
from pretest (M = 45.75; SD - 3.59) to posttest (M
= 46.32; SD = 2.71; / [30] = -\.06;p
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= .296). However, one subscale score sbowed a significant change in agreement between
the pretest and the posttest. While, at pretest, participants indicated a neutral response to
the behavioral subscale (M - 3.03: SD = 0.69), they later indicated greater agreement
after the workshop (M = 3.29; SD = 0.71; / [30] = -2.32; p - .028; see Table 4.3).
Two items also showed significant changes in level of agreement. Item 2, "1 know
the arts, music and culmral dances of other culmres around me," showed less agreement
betw een pretest (M = 3.37; SD = .98) than at posttest (M = 2.90; SD = 1 .01 ; ? [30] = 2.24;
p = .032). whereas. Item 7, "1 adapt my style of speaking and words 1 use when 1 interact
with those of other faiths," showed an increase in mean response from 3.47 (SD = 1 .30)
at pretest to 3.84 (SD = 1 .00) at posttest (/ [30] = -2.28; p = .030; see Table 4.3).
Open-Ended Questions
Two, open-ended questions were included in the pretest questionnaire. Question
16 was: "Do you think it is important to participate personally in God's mission? Please
explain why or why not." Mission can be seen as the affair of paid professionals and not
requiring the involvement of other church members. This question was set to find out
what stand the participants had on the matter of laity being personally involved in
mission. Table 4.4 gives the result to this question, followed by themes that were drawn
from the transcripts.
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Table 4.4. Personal Involvement in God's Mission (N=32)
Participants' Responses n %
Yes 32 100
No 0 0
Unsure 0 0
The response was a 100 percent res. The task was to explore the reasons why the
participants made such a claim. 1 read and reread the responses of the participants to the
question of personal involvement in God's mission. The coding system noted various
concepts in a broad fashion. Then themes were identified. By further analysis the themes
were split into themes and sub-themes. Corbin and Strauss explain, "[C]oding requires
searching for the right word or two that best describes concepmally what the researcher
believ es is indicated y the data" ( 1 60). Further working of the themes and sub-themes
gave the categories recorded in Table 4.5. Three themes rise to the top: God needs us,
God calls us, and we are to spread the gospel. Next the participants idenfified equally the
fact that we are createdfor mission, as well as the needs ofothers as factors to get
personally involved in mission. Some 9.09 percent saw personal participation in mission
as a duty, and the same percentage indicated that they would like to be involved for
personal growth.
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Table 4.5. Themes from Question 16 Pretest (N=44)
Themes n %
God needs me for mission 8 18.18
Called, must follow 8 18.18
Spread w ord, tell of God 8 18.18
Am created for mission 6 13.63
Needs of others 6 13.63
Command dut\ 4 9.09
Helps me grov\ 4 9.09
The open-ended question 1 7 in the pretest was as follows: "Do you have a desire
to serve in mission to people of different culmre, subculmre or faith, locally or even
elsewhere? Please explain why or why not." This question was set to discover the
participants" propensity to cross culmral lines (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6. Desire to Serve across Cultures; Question 17 Pretest (N=32)
Participants' Responses n %
Yes 26 81.25
No 5 15.62
Unsure 1 3.12
The five no responses included three conditional ones, the condition being "unless
trained and equipped." 1 probed the script of answers over and over again to discover the
themes that were hidden in the texts. 1 confinued to code the words or phrases, splitting
into sub-themes. The reasons to desire to serve were quite varied (see Table 4.7). One
way to read these themes is by taking the combined items 1, 3, 4, and 5, as outward
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looking, and the items 2, 6, and 7 as centering around self, thereby being more inward.
The outward themes and inward themes make a split of 48.82 percent and 37.19 percent
if the tw o groups are compared. The reason for the hesitation to serve in mission is
mentioned as due to lack of training. One person's hesitation was explained as, "They
don't share my belief"
Table 4.7. Themes from Question 17 Pretest (N=43)
Themes n %
New experience/leaming/encounters 8 18.6
Need training and equipping 7 16.27
Others need our mission 7 16.27
Obey and sen, e God's will 6 13.95
Discover other faiths/improve relations 6 13.95
No/not ready 5 1 1 .62
To strengthen my faith 4 9.30
Two, open-ended questions were included in the posttest questionnaire to help
discover whether the seminar had strengthened the culmral sensitivity of the participants
and whether observable changes could be identified concerning a new motivation to serve
in mission. Question 16 of the posttest was, "How has this seminar strengthened, if at all,
your desire to participate personally in God's mission?" Question 17 ofthe posttest
questionnaire was as follows: "How has this seminar sh-engthened, if at all, your desire to
serve in mission to people of a different culhire, subculmre or faith locally, or even
elsewhere?" Table 4.8 reports the findings of posttest question 16. Regaining self-
confidence and discovering that one's faith story is a powerfiil tool topped the list ofthe
elements that brought strength to the desire to serve (22.05 percent). A renewal of that
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desire received a frequency of 19. 11 percent. Some 14.7 percent expressed improvement
m their skills to listen and to share the gospel and their faith story.
Table 4.8. Themes from Question 16 Posttest (N=68)
Themes n %
Disco\ ered cuhures and their need of salvation 7 10.29
Desire to ser\ e renewed 13 19.11
DiscoN ered \ arious ways to serve 4 5.88
Missio Dei/mission 5 7.35
Myself/my story self-confidence 15 22.05
Need more training 3 4.41
Bible passages seminar notes 4 5.88
M> attitude change 4 5.88
Guest speakers/exchange with them 3 4.41
Improved skills (listening/sharing etc) 10 14.70
Question 1 7 invited participants to disclose whether they had experienced some
change due to the encounter with other faiths and culmre in the seminar. 1 went through
the materials looking for words and phrases that would reveal the themes that were
repeated, or which had some weight, and in alignment with the research hypothesis.
Table 4.9 displays the various themes. Four participants mentioned that they were not
ready for cross-culmral mission. Contrarily, one person had earlier identified herself as a
missionary, only to confess in question 1 7 that she now understood the reality ofmission
and surprisingly scored herself downward in the posttest. This intriguing simation was
corroborated in the focus group meetings as well as in my conversations with one or two
participants well after the seminar. Some commented on having wrongly rated
themselves because they thought they knew much about missions.
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Two participants who had answered no to pretest 1 7 later indicated yes in
response to question 17 of the posttest. In total five participants had answered no in the
pretest. Some of them demonstrated they were still hesitant but were willing to make
some attempt at cross-culmral experience if they were to receive proper training.
Se\ eral members mentioned they were now aware that obstacles were not that
insurmountable. Three members mentioned that Christians on the island were victims of
prejudice, and this state of affairs may be considered as a hindrance to mission. The
obstacles to mission could be read from the list as fear, apprehension and lack of know-
how on the part ofthe members, as well as difficulties that were extemal, such as the
perception of others and prejudices.
Table 4.9. Themes from Question 17 Posttest (N=48)
Themes n %
Awakened to reahty of cross-cultural mission 10 20.83
Aware dialogue possible/guest speakers 8 16.66
Seminar as a whole/teachings challenging 7 14.58
Need further training 5 10.41
With Holy Spirit can respond to call 3 6.25
Not ready 4 8.33
Seminar changed attitude 8 16.66
We are victims of ethnocentrism 3 6.25
Figures 4.3-4.8 identify the breakdown of the pretest/posttest results. Figure 4.3
shows two scores that are comparatively higher than others, revealing that the
participants are conscious of culmral differences and enjoy interacting with people of
other faiths (items 5 and 3 on the questionnaire). The changes between in the pretests and
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posttests are very slight. Two items come slightly below in second place in the bar chart,
revealing that the participants have some drive to inquire about.ceremonies as well as
some behavioral sensitivity (items 8 and 7 in the questionnaire). At the same time, they
showed hesitancy at the prospect of living in a different culture (item II) and a problem
of behavior in the presence of people of other faiths or culmres (item 12). In all the cases,
the differences are very minimal.
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I am not sure how to act when I am around
people of different cultures and faiths
I \ ary my style of speaking and words I use
u hen 1 interact with those of other faiths
I wear clothes that would more or less fit/
match with cultural and religious functions I
I would not enjoy living in a new culture
o\ erseas
I enjoy interacting with people of other faiths
I am curious and therefore inquire about
meaning of ceremonies and rituals I am
I know the golden rule ofmany faith
communities
I do not know how other religious
commiinities organise their marriage system
I know the arts, mustic and cultural dances of
other cultures around me
I know the cultural values and religious
beliefs of other cultures around me
I do not explore more about new things I
discover about other religions
I make sure I have the correct cultural or
religious knowledge when interacting with
I am conscious of cultural differences and
adjust myself so as not to cause offence
3.47)
3.84
1 7
1 1
post test
I pre test
Figure 4.3. Items from questionnaire excluding attitude questions.
Figure 4.4 identifies the results of the metacognitive subscale. As expected a large
number of participants claim to be sensitive to culmral differences due to everyday
interactions that are normal in such a multiculmral country. Almost all respondents claim
to be very conscious and respectful of other culmres. The participants show some
consistency in their responses when the metacognitive subscale (figure 4.4) is compared
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o the motivational subscale chart (see Figure 4.5). The respondents claim strongly to
enjoy interacting with people of other faiths. The mission profile indicates that 25 percent
ofthe participants had international mission experience, while 84.37 percent had shared
the gospel with people of other faiths. The data from the focus group demonstrate that the
encounter experience had kindled the reflex of detecting differences and similarities, and
many respondents were already adjusting their languages and behavior when interacting
across cultures. The focus group also reinforced the awareness element, as well as that of
self-identity, thus showing a growing awareness of culmral difference that needs to be
taken into account w hen interacting across culmres.
I do not explore more about new
things I discover about other religions >
I make sure I have the correct cultural
or religious knowledge when
interacting with people of different
cultures and faiths
I am conscious of cultural differences
and adjust myself so as not to cause
offence
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4.4. Metacognitive subscale.
Questions in the motivational subscale were set to capmre the participants' level
of capability to direct attention toward culmral differences. Figure 4.5 shows that
respondents claim to enjoy interacting with people of different culmres but are not
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terribly excited about tbe prospects of living in a new cultural environment. The
participants appear to be a positive in their inclination to seek understanding of new
culmral or faith simations and opportunities. Some of the reasons participants gave in
their reply to pretest question 16 about the importance of participating in mission were
that God needs them people out there need them, and they were created for mission. In
general, the themes that emerged from the four open-ended questions show a desire to
ser\ e across faiths and culmres. The focus group yielded some interesting remarks,
placed in the encounter experience category (see Table 4.11). The participants showed
that they were more sensitive and curious about other culmres. They reported that they
were more attentive, more appreciative of others, and were finding ways to connect. At
the same time some of them expressed some hesitations. One person was very clear about
not wishing to work overseas. Some others, already noted, categorically said, "No,"
including one person who wrote that this was because other people do not share his or her
belief Others expressed a need for training before considering cross-culmral mission.
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I would not enjoy li\ ing in a neu culture
overseas
I enjoy interacting w ith people of other
faiths
\
I am curious and therefore inquire about !
meaning of ceremonies and rituals I am 1
in\ited to attend j
4^
1
Figure 4.5. Motivational subscale.
Tbe score to one question in tbe cognitive subscale indicates substantial progress
in terms of gaining knowledge from tbe seminar in the area of values and religious beliefs
of other culmres and faiths. The participants had reading materials that mentioned a series
of golden rules, and they had one week to read about them yet did not score very well and
did not show much change in knowledge. The participants interacted with the guest
speakers on marriage, birth, death, and other such important stages in life but did not
indicate any change in the posttest. The transcripts from the open-ended questions, the
reports from group discussions, and the focus group all show an increase in the desire to
acquire knowledge about the people around them. The participants had a lively exchange
with the guest speakers about various customs, traditions, rites, and lifestyle, including
dress codes. The scores of the posttest do not reflect improvement expected from such an
exchange between the participants and the guest speakers.
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I know the golden rule ofmany faith
communities
1 do not know how other religious
communities organise their marriage
system
I know the arts, mustic and cultural
dances of other cultures around me
I know the cultural values and religious
beliefs of other cultures around me
post test
I pre test
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Figure 4,6. Cognitive subscale.
One of tbe aims of the seminar was to motivate the members of the church to
engage themselves in missionary actions, however small that may be. A positive change
of behavior was one way to evaluate the impact of the seminar. Figure 4.7 shows some
significant change in verbal actions but no change at all in how to act around people of
different culmres and in identifying some interest by use of apparels. Although the church
members showed signs that they were aware of culmral differences, they kept showing
that they were unsure of themselves once outside their comfort zones. However, the
focus group discussions and feedback indicated that all eleven participants had done or
were still doing some kind of action in the area of cross-cultural or across-faith ministry.
The Likert-type survey could not pick up any major change over a week, but after three
months all the participants showed a behavioral shift. All were engaged in activities of
some sort that demonstrated a change. Some of the members were continuing research
on other cultures, and others were sharing conversations with their colleagues at work.
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I am not sure how to act when 1 am
around people of different cultures and
faiths
I v ar\ my st\ le of speakmg and words I
use when I mteract with those of other
faiths
I wear clothes that would more or less
fit match w ith cultural and religious
functions I attend
Figure 4.7. Behavioral subscale.
The tests in the attitudinal subscale show no significant change from pretest (M =
45.75; SD = 3.59) to posttest (M = 46.32; SD = 2.71; ? [30] = -1.06; p = .296). From the
Likert-type tests the participants claim to be open to other culmres but do not take
advantage ofmedia oppormnities to leam about these culmres. The open-ended questions
record mentions of attimde change in the items coded. Table 4.8 shows a frequency of
5.88 percent mention of attimde change, and Table 4.9 documents 16.66 percent mention
of attimde change. Three months later, the focus group testified that they had a change in
attimde. No frequency counts were made but rather testimonies were recorded, such as
this one from one participant: "My wife and 1 now accept the cakes offered to us by our
Hindu neighbors and even make conversation around the gesmre that allows us to
connect." Many members of the focus group mentioned that they were now watching
television documentaries on other culmres and listening to oriental radio stations. In my
joumal, 1 noted that a cell in one parish had purchased a series of films on cross-culmral
post test
� pre test
1 3 5
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mission. In the focus group meeting, one young lady motivated the other focus group
members to make an appeal in their respective parishes for a change of attitude.
I do not like to watch TV or live
programs of other culmres or faiths
I enjoy listening to non Westem
music
3.42
3.56
post test
I pre test
Figure 4.8. Attitudinal subscale.
Research Question #3
What element or elements ofthe seminar contributed most in bringing about the
observed changes? This research question was the main item set before a focus group
that
met three months after the seminar. The members were chosen to have a
balance of male-
female, and as much as possible, a balance of youth to older adults. The final list
was
made up of ix females and five males. Two females
were in the age group 18-29 and one
in the age group 40-49, and one male was in the age group
of 60-69. All the rest were in
the 50-59 age group. The selection process was not random.
The participants were
purposefiiUy sampled to obtain a group that would actively participate,
offer intelligent
and well-thought input, and have been observed as those showing a passion for the
theme
ofmission.
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The participants of the focus group shared their three-months experience. Before
addressing the research question, some other questions were set to help create a
comfortable working session. The focus group was asked, "What are your general
comments on the interfaith encounter experience, as drawn from your joumals?" The
second question w as, "What are some ways you have practically demonstrated ehange?"
Table 4. 10 presents a list that the participants identified as elements that contributed to
any shift they believ ed happened to them due to the seminar.
Table 4.10. The Elements of Change (N=22)
Element n
The seminar as a whole 8
Encounter with other faiths 7
Revisiting Holy Scripture/teaching 4
Planning our mission strategy 3
The lively and very animated sharing of their three-months experience after the
seminar produced a fairly rich and varied body of transcript. The eleven participants
shared freely, often interacting with one another, or adding comments and testimonies.
The two-hour focus group meeting was audiotaped, transcribed, and coded (see Table
4.11).
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Table 4.11, Focus Group Findings
Category Summary Catch Phrases/Themes
Theology/Behef
Self/My Faith
Encounter Experience
Change/Shift
Other
Differences and Similarities between faiths
Points of possible dialogue and exchange
Concepts: Grace, law, love, salvation; Lack of grace
Revisited Scripture
Practices: Fasting/prayer; Eating sacrificed food
Trinity, God. Incarnation-reincarnation
Mission (us) and duty (them)
More observant, Awareness increase, Interest curiosity
Must consolidate ourselves, Study our own, more training
More comfortable in exchange
Faith challenged
Identity stronger
My mission reaffirmed
Our testimony very important
Change in me
Extending similar experience on my own
Enjoying, appreciating others
Interaction with speaker excellent experience
dialogue is possible
they challenge us
my awareness increased/now more attentive
we are finding ways to connect
discovered customs/new knowledge
discovering worldviews
Listen more open, Sensitive
Dialogue
Inquiring
Exchange in workplace taking place
Shared with friends
Finding more common grounds
Language change, Articulate intelligently
Attitude change
Joumaling not our culture
We are victims of others' biases and prejudices
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Additional Notes from Journal
Beyond the Likert-type questionnaire, the open-ended questions, and a focus
group, my joumal notes from the seminar and observations after the seminar also
provided data. Notes during the seminar covered interactions between participants and
the guest speakers, reports from small groups after their discussions and my general
observ ations. During the workshop and after the guest speakers had shared about their
faith and culmre the participants were divided into five groups. The group work consisted
of processing their experience and reporting to the plenary session. The interactions and
conv ersations with the guest speakers were well animated. These interactions and
conversations gave lots ofmatter for sharing in groups. When the reports from small
groups were shared in plenary, more data was available from the discussions,
interactions, and sharing. The oral reports including the plenary input were audio
recorded and franscribed for coding. Just like the focus group material, the group reports
were also very varied and expressed in a myriad of ways.
1 encountered participants through my normal church visits, fimctions, and
everyday church life and ministry. Two participants drew from their seminar experience
to preach to their congregation. At one lunch event and at another dinner, 1 observed that
the members were still excited at their interfaith experience, and conversations around the
table were very animated on the subject. 1 entered as much as 1 could capture in my
joumal notes. Table 4.12 summarizes the categories that 1 discovered and some of the
catch phrases that contributed to creating those categories, as well as a frequency count of
words or phrases pertaining to the category.
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Table 4.12. Journal Summary Reports and Frequency Count (N=53)
Categories
Theology (ours,
theirs, what's
missing)
Identity
Dialogue points
Barriers (what
di\ ides, what
we share,
ethnocentrism)
Summary catch phrases
God in the various faiths; grace; salvation; sin;
mission v/s duty; incamation; all 3 faiths have
Jesus; Holy Scriptures; law and grace; Trinity to
us; God missionary
Leamed much about us; others' perception of us;
our convictions reaffirmed; our weaknesses
exposed; could situate where we are in scenario;
mission forms our identity;
Prayer; fasting; destiny; grace; salvation;
humanity; tolerance; friendly atmosphere
encouraging; retum ofChrist; values
Discovered exchange possible; excellent
atmosphere of interaction; meanings of
words/terms different; Jesus common model, often
cited; discovered similitude and differences;
biases against us; speakers shared meal with us;
leamt skill to overcome barriers; attitude changed;
how far to go; we had erroneous information, now
clearer; we have a gift to share
15
10
%
28.30
16.98
18.86
35.84
Summary ofMajor Findings
The following major findings are discussed in Chapter 5:
1 . The qualitative namre of this study showed the positive impact of the interfaith
experience, but the Likert-type survey showed very litfie significant change.
2. The metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral categories were
helpfiil indicators of culmral sensitivity that can assist in bridging the culmral gap in
gospel communicafion.
3. The experience of interfaith encounter and dialogue was a most welcoming
experiment that contributed to the formation of the members.
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4. Theological empowerment can be a positive result when members are trained
and equipped in real-life settings where they can make their faith stories relevant.
5. In the given short time, members were able to create a baseline of their own
culmre and faith, come to terms with their strength and weaknesses, and demonstrate a
willingness to leam new ways of communicating the gospel.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the metacognitive, cognitive,
motivational, and behavioral changes in the participants who attended a workshop on
how to engage in cross-culmral ministry on the island ofMauritius. 1 sought to explore
the dynamics of an interfaith encounter and how it impacted Christians who are
uncomfortable in a cross-culmral environment and to observe any changes or even how
they strategized for change. The areas designed for testing the impact were metacognitive
(le\ el of culmral awareness), cognitive (knowledge on similarities and differences),
motivational (drive and interest), and behavioral (adaptability to interculmral simations).
My hypothesis was that a live experience in the form of an inte-faith or interculmral
encounter would create a certain dynamic that would increase the self-confidence ofthe
church members because they would be stretched to revisit their own conviction and their
Holy Scripmre, they would be forced to deal with any presence of ethnocentrism, and
they would experience firsthand an interfaith exchange of a higher level and intensity
than their everyday normal conversations.
The major findings ofthe smdy were listed in Chapter 4. Overall the interfaith
encounter experience has set the majority of participants on a track that appears to be
mission oriented with a new cross-culmral dimension. Members have testified to a new
drive for further exchange and have engaged themselves in the discovery advenmre. The
smdy has also revealed some culmral elements worth taking into consideration in mmre
smdies. The Church of Christ needs to fmd ways to be relevant in the global village.
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Cultures that used to be distant are today next door. In Mauritius, religious groups that
were not previously listed on the official country religious profile have now found their
way in. Chrisfians must wake up to this challenge of building their sensitivity toward
those who practice their faith differently based on divergence ofworldviews.
Impact and Change Measure
Before embarking on this smdy, 1 was of the view that members ofthe church
thought they were not cut out for mission as compared to some other denominafions. My
perception was that the younger generation was more active and more skilled in
communicafing their faith. A good percentage of the young people are active in
parachurch organizations. A few are leaders within these organizations, some play active
roles such as trainers, and a good percentage of the youth follow these activities rather
than the church's own programs. 1 was quite surprised to see such an absence of youth for
this mission workshop and a good attendance and participation from older folks. The
surprise increased when 1 read the mission profile. The profile simated the members
higher than what 1 expected. The established mission profile reftited my perception level
of the members' mission activities. For example, some 43.75 percent of participants had
some sort of mission experience beyond their parish. Some 84.37 percent had shared the
gospel with people of other faiths. 1 was surprised that 33 percent of the males and 22
percent of the females had international mission experience, yet only 13 percent ofthe
females indicated they had cross-culmral mission experience. 1 did not follow up to check
what appears to be a discrepancy. One possible explanation is that the members of the
church sometimes join teams that come from overseas in outreach programs; therefore,
they participate in an intemational team. However, these teams do not always do cross-
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cultural missions in the sense of evangelizing beyond the nominal Christians, which in
Mauritius would mean mostly of the same group as the members ofthe church. The
members ofthe church and most of the nominal Christians would be from the ethnic
group called General Population.
As for the Likert-type survey, at least one case where a person deliberately scored
lower in the posttest compared to the pretest because the participant decided that she had
overestimated her mission stams and knowledge at the pretest and wanted to rectify the
score at posttest. She believed that the seminar had made her realize that she still had
much to discover in mission now that she had been confronted with cross-culmral reality.
I found that this state of affairs was true for two or three others I met after the seminar, as
well as in the focus group conversations. However, 1 cannot explain the regression in
scores for certain items. In the area of behavior, one question asked about wearing clothes
that would match a culmral or religious fimction. The pretest scored higher than the
posttest. A similar simation can be observed for the area of knowledge about art, music,
and culmral dances. In the case ofHinduism, the Hindu priest, called Pandit in Mauritius,
did give lots of interesting explanations on these matters, and a few members inquired
some more about meanings behind religious performances. 1 did not follow up to seek
any explanations.
Aecordmg to the Likert-type questionnaire, the behavioral subscale showed
significant change. Other than the behavioral scale, very little change was recorded in
general. The shift was more visible in the open-ended questions, in the discussions, and
in the interaction during the seminar and focus group meeting. Taking the tests within a
short fime span of one week was a weakness of this smdy. The eight-day interval was not
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enough for members to assimilate and engage deep enough to show a signifieant
progress. Most of those 1 met later were reading the seminar materials and were still
smdymg the Bible passages. At the same time, they had already initiated some actions
that would improve their relations to those of other faiths. The long period from the
semmar to the focus group meeting appears to have contributed positively as a stage of
mamration, which w as visible at the focus group meeting. By then, sixteen weeks later,
they were able to report various initiatives. A summary of their actions is as follows:
� Quality conversations at work and with neighbors,
� More sensitive in preaching to the homeless who were from diverse culmres,
� Boldness in inviting people to church activities,
� Spending time with a neighbor to hear about his practice ofChinese religion,
� Purchased books, doing forther research (curious about the Dalit in India),
� Now watching TV and listening to radio programs of other faiths and culmres,
and
� Minding language and vocabulary.
Members who came out of the seminar testified in various ways conceming itsw
impact. From posttest question 16, some 22.05 percent indicated change in terms of self-
confidence (see Table 4.8, p. 86). One person wrote, "The seminar has reinforced my
'listening capacity'�and the fact that I can simply tell my own faith story has boosted
my self-confidence." Some reported they had discovered their weaknesses, which
resulted in serious decisions to work on some plans to correct the state of affairs. A few
participants confessed they discovered they did not know God in an infimate way. One
person wrote in her joumal, "I have a more regular and intimate relationship with God
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through Bible reading, study, and prayer. Greater intimacy with God and a better
knowledge of his word is slowly resulting in a ehange in my personality." She described
her change in terms of being more outgoing and more at ease to talk about God and her
faith. She is in contact with a woman of Hindu faith whom she calls regularly. In her
words, "Because 1 want her to know that 1 care for her and that God cares, too." Someone
wrote in the open-ended question, "Was 1 discriminating when choosing TV or radio
channels'? Now that 1 ha\ e a better grasp of culmre and faiths, 1 am wondering what kind
of a person 1 was." Participants reported that their desire to serve had been renewed
(19.1 1 percent on a posttest question; see Table 4.8, p. 86). The various reasons for such
a development can be attributed, as expressed by members themselves, to the smdy of
Bible passages they had to work on in small group discussion as well as homework and
the experience of exchanges with the guest speakers. Some 14.7 percent thought they had
improved in listening skills and in sharing their faith. They had leamed how to be better
communicators.
This smdy sought to find out how members of the church can change to become
better communicators of the gospel. The aim of the gospel is to operate a change in the
hearers. The one behind both changes is a missionary God. Chapter 2 notes that God is
the model for mission. The origin ofmission is God. Jesus was the perfect missionary.
His message invited hearers to change. That mission is reaching out to all people groups
through the church empowered by the Holy Spirit. In Chapter 2, 1 cited Bosch who sums
up the spirit ofthe change very well by highlighting the importance ofthe role ofthe
church as a body sent out by the Holy Spirit. Mission theology cannot remain only at the
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stages of accepting missio Dei as God the Father sending the Son, and God the Father
and the Son sending the Spirit {Transforming Mission 390).
In our Mauritian church context, Likert-type surveys may not always work well as
a research instmment for improving ministry. Joumaling would be second in line as a
culturally foreign practice. Open-ended surveys, interviews, and focus groups work
better. My experience in this smdy tells me that we are more of an oral rather than a
writing culmre. In the years to come, surveys will become popular because certain online
new spapers are introducing them to get periodical feedback on important issues. For the
moment 1 would recommend that using focus groups to discover the church's place in
\ arious areas of its life and v\ ork is more appropriate and could even become a practice.
Such a procedure would be beneficial in integrating more and more people into the
deeper life of the church and its ministries. When members participate in the life of the
church by voicing their opinion and sharing their ideas, they feel they are part of the
church because the latter shows interest in them. Members will feel they are concretely
shaping the church.
Indicators ofCultural Gap Bridging
Societies are becoming more and more diverse as people move around in the
global village. The neighborhood has changed and the people next door have different
customs and behavior. The gap between culmres that may not have been considered an
issue in the past�although it was one�is now a challenge, a challenge that the church
needs to address in its mission. This fact is also tme for an island where people have been
diverse for several cenmries. This smdy reveals much to be done in bridging the culmral
gap. One lady participant 1 met well after the seminar confided that just doing the
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questionnaire was an eye opener. She never thought of her hfe as having various
dimensions such as mental (metacognition and cognition), motivational, and behavioral.
As she answered the survey, she became aware of how much she needed to leam and in
what areas so as to be able to connect with others.
The literamre review briefly introduced a relatively new field of sUidy in the area
of culmral intelligence. 1 quote several researchers who have developed theories on
culmral intelligence. Within the last ten years, this concept of CQ has hit many areas of
life, such as educational insfitufions, the hospitality industry, aeross-naUons service
providers, and mulfinafional workplaces. This particular smdy made use ofthe four
concepts proposed by Earley and Ang, namely, metacognitive, cognifive, motivational,
and behavioral dimensions. Livermore expresses the Christian perspective of bridging the
gap between culmres in the following words:
All the sociological realities of the twenty-first cenmry aside for a
moment, culmral intelligence is essential for us because it is rooted in a
theology ofGod's incamation through Jesus. And Jesus is made incarnate
today through you and me-the church. Therefore, we earmot mifill our
God-given mission to love others without contexmalizing ourselves
through a pathway like culmral intelligence. {Cultural Intelligence:
Improving Your CQ 310-12)
Livermore has developed an instmment to measure the level ofCQ based on the
dimensions proposed by Earley and Ang. The questionnaire used for this smdy was
designed to contained questions in the four areas and was certainly inspired by well-
established works from Earley and Ang, Hammer and Bermet, Livermore, Elmer, and
others. In the literamre review, 1 referred to Bennet' s six stages, that is. Denial, Defense
Reversal, Minimization, Acceptance, Adaptation, and Integration (Hammer, Bermet, and
Wiseman 423-4). Bennet reasoned that "constming culmral difference can become an
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acti\ e part of one's worldview, eventuating in an expanded understanding of one's own
and other cultures and an increased competence in intercultural relations" (423). He,
therefore, proposed a model of changes in worldview. 1 was tempted to use that model
and spent quite some time smdying it and corresponding with the organization. However,
1 opted for the researcher-designed survey, following rather Linn Van Dyne and
Livermore 's use ofthe dimensions ofmetacognition, cognition, motivation and behavior.
The reasoning w as that the interfaith encounter seminar would serve as the metacognitive
experience, so that participants would improve in cognition and motivation, whieh,
according to my hypothesis, would result in behavioral change. Soon Ang, Linn Van
Dyne, Christine Koh, K. Yee Ng, Klaus J. Templer, Cheryl Tay, and N. Anand
Chandrasekar report that their constmct departs from the usual ones that limit themselves
to knowledge. This CQ model includes metacognitive and behavioral capabilities (364). 1
opted for a model that would emphasize behavioral change rather than just head
knowledge. Sometimes people settle for knowing the various values in other culmres
believing that this makes them culmrally sensitive. Mission is about God's love for
people: therefore. Christians need to behave in loving ways in relationships that are real
and tangible.
From the responses of the participants in the seminar and the focus group
activities, the results tend to show that members were not very well connected with other
culmres, yet they were not isolated. This separation was not of a discriminatory spirit but
rather from a normal regrouping based on affinity. Church activities gathered or rallied
them together, creating a habit. This habit becomes second namre, and it results in
members not being at ease in cross-culmral exchange. A participant in the focus group
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who found herself in this situation of not having opportunity to mix with those of other
faiths said:
By my involvement in church 1 tend to mix only with those already in
church. 1 hardly have time to meet others. But 1 have bought a book on
Christianity and Islam and am finding ways to improve my understanding.
Another member expressed that he would take visitors to a Hindu sacred lake as a
cultmal spot but would not enter a temple or other places of worship: "1 must confess 1
have mixed feelings when it comes to that." In the discussions and interactions with
others in the focus group, he still maintained his position but testified that he was now
leaming about others, and "I realize that 1 am not perfect myself and 1 should not be
judging them." Here was a change in attimde while being very cautious.
The CQ constmct can contribute to assess the gap between church and its context,
or between the church and the people group it may have identified as its mission field.
Training can be designed to address the categories so as to improve the capabilifies of the
members as per the members' strengths and weaknesses. The desire to build bridges with
other faiths and culmres can remain at the level of good intentions unless members are
shown how to contexmalize themselves through practical means. In my joumal, 1 noted
the following explanations from a young lady 1 met several weeks after the seminar:
"Before I avoided them. Now 1 can listen, and all the time they are talking to me 1 can
adjust myself to grasp the meaning of their terms, and 1 stop them to clarify if 1 don't
understand." She was able to explain in a clearer manner now than before about these
interactions. She was questioning and reflecting.
Previous paragraphs contain examples of several areas that a trainer or mission
leader can select to address them in a training format. In the findings reported in Chapter
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4. I wove together quantitati\ e and quahtative resuhs. Ahhough at times the results were
conflicting and contradictory, they nevertheless indicated areas that could be developed
further to help participants bridge the culmral gap. In the Likert-type survey, the
motivational subscale was lower than the others in both pretest and posttest. Participants
indicated curiosity for meanings of rituals but hesitancy about living in another culmre. In
the qualitative anah sis the results displayed the participants' desire to serve because they
belie\ ed they were called to do so, but several expressed negative responses, including
not wishing to \ enture in the area of cross-culmre mission.
The behavioral results were the most promising. All members of the focus group
w ere involved in researching more, in being more open to other faiths, and even in
eoimecting with others concretely. This result demonstrates a step further than just
acquiring head knowledge. It shows fruit of changed behavior.
The categories chosen to evaluate the changes, if any, were helpful in offering
areas that can assist in training members for improving their culmral sensitivity and
evenmally improving their mission. The workshop, for example, addressed these
dimensions. The guest speakers provided the cognitive aspect, and the assignment
addressed behavioral change. The motivation or drive was provided through the interest
and the focus of the workshop and through a planning exercise that stretched each
participant to propose how she or he would reach out to one person or a group from a
different culmre. Sessions on ethnocentrism and worldviews covered the metacognitive
facet. The discussions included how to dig deeper into the core of culmres, how to hold
back on assumptions that some have towards others, and how to increase awareness while
standing back from a conversation so as to plan and check one's intervention.
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Formation and Transformation through Dialogue
When the focus group met, it had to throw light on what element or elements of
the workshop contributed most to bring about the observed changes. The group identified
four elements, out ofwhich the contribution ofthe guest speakers and the interaction with
them was rated second (see Table 4.10, p. 95). Interfaith dialogue was the centerpiece or
focus of this smdy. Many means exist for transforming people to become missionaries.
Several of our youth go on mission trips or go for training in parachurch organizations.
These parachurch organizations do not make use of this model of interfaith encounters
and dialogue. 1 reasoned that by creating oppormnities for face-to-face encounters that
were w ell strucmred to encourage healthy exchanges and sharing together, the prejudices
that form barriers would be addressed. One way to remove the obstacles that impede
healthy cross-culmral communications was to have participants listen to the stories of
others before telling sharing their own stories.
Several themes surfaced repeatedly in the smdy and were reported in Chapter 4,
such as training needs, attimde change, and identity. The encounter experience also
brought out the theme of ethnocentrism in its various forms.
In the pretest questions, some seven participants expressed that they were unsure
whether they wanted to be involve in mission. One member did not feel a desire to be
involved in cross-cultural mission because he or she felt that those of other countries or
culmres do not share same conviction as his or hers. Another did not explain why. The
five others explained that they would reconsider if they were trained and equipped.
Conceming attimde changes, the Likert-type survey reported no significant
differences from pretest to posttest. However, the theme of attimde change was
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frequently mentioned in all other exercises. The open-ended questions after the seminar
revealed that some participants had a change in attitude. In terms of frequency in the
responses. Table 4.8 (p. 86) shows a mention of 5.88 percent, and Table 4.9 (p. 87)
showed 16.66 percent mentioned attimde change. One young lady in the focus group
made a passionate plea for change of attimde in all the parishes in order to be transformed
into a missional church.
Throughout the smdy, from the time ofthe seminar to the focus group meeting,
the issue of identity w as constantly mentioned. 1 noted it often in my joumal and notes
from the semmar interactions, as well as in the transcript of the focus group. The matter
of identity was expressed in various ways. It appeared as a fear of encountering others, as
a discoven, of one's own limits, or in the form of identity having been reinforced through
the seminar. One person said, "Our weakness was exposed." 1 was mostly stmck by the
mention of "how others perceived us." While I emphasized ethnocentrism as something
the church members needed to deal with to bring about an attimde change as Christians,
some participants expressed the thought that Christians were also victims of
ethnocentrism. All three guest speakers did not address the seminar group as Protestant
evangelicals but as Roman Catholics, despite a few reminders from the participants (not
to mention my briefing of all of them before the encounter). In the workplace, the church
members are often assimilated into that group, especially if the issue is one of social or
political tension.
The literamre review noted that in many countries dialogue is encouraged, not
because Christians wish to have a platform to share the gospel but because it addresses
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the issue of violenee. Dialogue is practiced in countries where migration causes the
longstanding stams quo to feel uncomfortable. Dialogue decreases tension.
Dialogue also decreases anxiety, as witnessed in the encounter in the context of
the seminar. The atmosphere of the encounter between the church members and the
representatives of other faiths was very friendly. This ambiance of conviviality was
generally expressed by the participants, even after the three months as they met in the
focus group. The experience definitely stood out. The guest speakers shared meals with
the church members, and conversations around the speaker's expose continued at the
lunch table and during refreshment breaks. The request for more of such an encounter
also testifies to the positive note the participants gave to the exchange. The seminar was
for a long time the center of conversation in fimctions, dinners, and parties. The
participants took much pleasure in sharing their discoveries with their friends and
famihes. They often repeated the illustrations, anecdotes, stories, and even jokes that the
speakers used in their exposes. The interreligious encounter had some very hard
challenges but it also demonstrated that a healthy exchange can make a major difference.
However, one cannot disregard the emotional challenges of an encounter. Certain
members in the focus group as well as in their joumals revealed they had a very trying
experience when they were challenged by one guest speaker on the person of Jesus Christ
and on the authority of the Bible. They felt as if the ground gave way under them. One
person described this experience as being mmed inside out. This emotional crisis tallies
with what the literamre review indicated. Hiebert and Tabb and Yeats warn of the clashes
of point of views or, even deeper still, the clash of worldviews.
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Participants and guests who met in the workshop share the same land, same
language, same history, and have many common traditions. On the surface
communication and exchanges appear to be relatively easy, but in reality something
under the surface makes them quite a challenge. The mission heritage is influenced from
a \ ery old model from the North, and unformnately the local churches do not demarcate
themselves enough so as to find that core of even deeper differences and similarities. The
religious encounter and exchange revealed that it was pertinent to update the church's
mission philosophy and practice. As outlined in the literamre review, culmral differences
needed to be addressed, but this subject in itselfwas not enough, for something else way
down deep needed to be explored: worldviews. Terry C. Muck sums this well in these
words:
Dialogue is needed because our mental filters (our worldviews) are mostly
unconscious. Rehgious worldviews are not strictly a set of beliefs but,
rather, deep structures of thought and perception that we inherit
genetically and culmrally and, without knowing it, live and think through.
In dialogue we not only are leaming about the other person's deep fiUers
but, in the process, are raising our own to consciousness. We talk about
om beliefs, but we live through our worldview. Out of this mumal
worldview consciousness-raising, we hopefully build enough common
ground to be able to have fiirther discussions and debates. (191)
Muck describes the experience of this smdy. The concept of worldview was acmally not
a very familiar one. I included it as part of the teaching curriculum for the seminar to
push the members to dig deeper than what they saw at the surface of culmres and beliefs.
In so doing the members discovered much of themselves, which they expressed under the
theme of identity. A participant shared the following with the focus group: "In fact I was
preparing for an interfaith encounter and I had an encounter with my own faith! And this
has triggered a change of attitude on my part." Another participant sent me a short e-mail
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with these words: "My wife and I were discussing the seminar and concluded that
knowing and understanding the other affirms our own identity." As I am writing this
piece, the youth ofthe church will be in a camp dealing with the theme of identity. The
question of Presbyterian identity has been a major issue for a very long time. Several
attempts, such as this camp, have been made to smdy and consolidate their identity. The
resuhs of the seminar show that participants of the interreligious encounter are on the
way to resolve their identity problem, and much faster than those who are using other
methods of retlection.
The experience not only decreased anxiety in interculmral and interfaith relations,
it definitely increased respect. In the focus group one lady said, "1 cannot connect with
God the way the speakers shared, but 1 show respect and try to see their world as they
do." The interfaith dialogue can thus be seen as an important formation tool for
transformation because it caused the members of the church to rethink their identities,
discover that they had to keep on training themselves to become effective witnesses, and
on the way saw their attimde shift enough to treat others with increased respect, despite
differences. The literamre review notes proponents who are pushing for interreligious
dialogue to be the affair of all people, not only of specialists. The fmdings that surfaced
from the smdy point both to a difficulty as well as a joy of this enterprise. Unless the
encounter is well planned and well strucmred, the experience can be discouraging. 1
believe that both specialists and laypersons are needed, and the agendas may even have to
be different, at least in the early stages.
In the Acts ofAposfies, Peter had an experience that transformed him while he
was acmally about the business of transforming someone else, Comelius. Peter had to
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move from a mission that he saw was meant for his own people, the Jews, to a mission
that would now include the Gentiles. Comelius and his household receive the Holy Spirit,
just as the first disciples had. Peskett and Ramachandra explain, "[Peter] comes to a
recognifion of his own cultural prejudice under the deepening impact ofthe gospel on his
thinking" (198). Bosch, Bauckham, and others, such as Johannes Verkuyl and Peters,
argue that God, as a missionary God, moves from the particular to the universal. Ott,
Tennent. and Strauss concur by drawing attention to the universal plan of salvation that
God initiates.
The experience of interfaith encounter and dialogue was a most welcoming
experiment that contributed to the formation of the members. However, members need
more training so that dialogue is pursued in such a way that does not result in syncretism.
The members demonstrated that they were able to detect a few things in common as well
as differences. In practice ofministry, the church must encourage exchanges that are
healthy while strengthening the spirimality of the members venmring into such an
exchange. Ravi Zacharias writes, "Anyone who claims that all religions are the same
betrays not only an ignorance of all religions but also a caricamred view of even the best-
known ones. Every religion is at its core exclusive" (7). However, believing in a religion
that is exclusive does not negate exercising hospitality. God as diversity in unity has
welcomed each one person. The Triune God is the model for opening up to others in
hospitality and for showing love to the diverse world.
Theological Empowerment of Laity
The concept of the whole people ofGod being active in church work finds
support in 1 Peter 2:4-9, where the author reminds his readers that they are "living stones
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built into a spiritual bouse to be a boly priestbood." This chosen people, laos or laity, is
called to "declare the wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his
marvelous light." Howard A. Snyder proposes three understandings and implications of
this priesthood. Firstly, it means the Christian believers have direct access to God.
Secondly, it is for the church in the sense that believers are priests to eaeh other. Thirdly,
Christians are priests to the world as missionaries who represent God to the people and
people to God (171-72). In the Old Testament, Israel is directed by YHWH to consider its
active presence at the gate, the equivalent of today's marketplace. Amos 5:12-15
admonishes Israel to establish justice in the gate. In Genesis 50, Joseph interprets his
mvolvement in the highest power of the Egyptian state as the will ofGod. In that position
he made decisions and mfluenced the areas ofpolitics, economics, and foreign affairs.
Thus, the reign ofGod extends to the public arena where church members spend the
majority of theu time and lives. The smdy was prompted by this very fact, that the
mission field is where the members spend their time. According to Paul's letter to the
Ephesians, chapter 4, the whole body of Christ, in other words all members ofthe church,
are ministers, not just a few. The whole body is called to serve and use the various
spirimal gifts from the Holy Spirit. The church is to build the kingdom ofGod in the
secular arena, the mission field.
Based upon this theological reasoning the church is invited to reflect on how
much the members need to be equipped for building the kingdom. An important element
already mentioned was the need for training. This theme was a constant from the
transcripts. The encounter and exchange left the seminar participants with the feeling that
they were not able to cope with a dialogue with their counterparts. In reality they
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experienced a destabilizing moment, almost a crisis. In tbe focus group several mentioned
tbe fear tbat went through them when they wimessed how the guests shared about their
convictions.
Another observation about this experience was that the participants were from
various backgrounds. They came from different parishes, different geographical places,
and different educational experiences. They were men and women of various age groups.
The mission profile they completed prior to the seminar showed that sort of variety. This
di\ ersity contributed richly to the theological reflection as the group encountered those of
other faiths. This ability to share, to give and take, this ability to struggle not only with
their own faith community but also with those of other faiths is what 1 consider a process
of empowerment. Each person came with his or her competencies, experience, and faith
stories, and all were prepared to joumey forward. This richly diverse group expressed the
need for more training to equip them and give them self-confidence for cross-culmral
ministry.
The following is a selection of phrases given by the participants:
� "I leamed much about myself"
� "We have the gift of grace, love; we address sin and salvation."
� "Revisifing Holy Scripmres."
� "Mission reaffirmed/convicfion reaffirmed."
� "Discovered points of dialogues, bridges to exchange."
The members confessed they needed more training. They confessed they needed
to be stronger in their faith. They confessed their weaknesses had been exposed. But in
my personal observation and evaluafion they were not totally powerless. They exhibited
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the desire to question, inquire, interact and made tremendous effort to come up with
responses to the various challenges and came up with propositions to offer their
respondents. Muck and Adeney propose that Christians can find a set of tools to measure
other religion's traditions in an encounter experience:
The Bible gives us norms, telling us what is good. Our interpretafion of
the Bible's pronouncements, our theology, gives us the standard by which
to measure how closely a belief or custom conforms to the good. Also, we
use our personalities and attendant experiences, as seen through our own
gospel lenses, as our measuring tools. (278)
This list reveals that the participants were able to see the differences between their belief
and that ofthe guest speakers. They picked up, for example, the lack ofmention of sin
and salvafion, or the lack of reference to God's grace. In the focus group, one person said,
�'1 distinguish between the different meanings to the same word, for example 'God'�we
use the same word but do not mean the same thing." I believe the possibility to assist
church members to develop deeper theological understanding needs to be explored.
Church members can gain insights into doing theological reflections not through
seminary teaching, which is not available on the island, but through leaming in everyday
context. This process of action-reflection (and then more action-reflection) was my
pedagogical method of empowerment. The process of acfion-reflection is not the classical
seminary teaching, but a leaming process in context where the curriculum is the agenda
of the day. The subject ofmission together with its challenges and difficulties was chosen
for this smdy because it was a concem of the church. The church agenda became the
curriculum.
This study focused on mission of the laity in the marketplace. However, the
experience gained can be transferred to other areas of church life. The agenda can be
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anything pertinent to the group or the community, such as marriage of tourists, which is
today a luring package offered by hotels on the island, same-sex relationships, abortion,
domestic violenee, environmental justice, and interfaith collaboration.
In the case of environmental justice, domestic violence, dmg rehabilitation, and
other such social matters ofmajor concems, the possibilities of laity to engage in
collaboration with other faith actors are very much possible. The various faiths can find
common grounds for working together without much religious tension because of the
social and humanitarian dimension ofthe mission. A common project is a good starting
point for encounter and exchange, but it will not contribute to much theological
empowerment unless a deliberate stmcmred theological pedagogical accompaniment is
included.
One question 1 asked the focus group was, "What else could have been done to
improve the seminar?" The unanimous response was to organize more of this type of
encounter, but to invite other religions, which were not represented this fime. A few
insisted on having a similar experience with other Chrisfian denominafions. I was quite
resistant to the latter. Upon reflection 1 concede this is a brilliant idea and it would
certainly support this concept of empowerment through action-reflection on the actual
life issues ofthe people. In a WCC consuhafion in 2002, several group or session reports
made comments about including the Pentecostals and Charismatics in the theological
reflecfions ofWCC members. Up to then, the theological reflecting was incomplete
because it lacked the input of a section of the Chrisfian family. The literamre review
enumerated the various stands churches took in its dealings with people of other faiths. A
dialogue that would include these various churches would no doubt emich the
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formulation of a theology ofmission for the twenty-first eenmry. Another pedagogical
contribufion to empowering members could be the participant's suggestion that they
encounter Chrisfians who have converted to other religions and those of other religions
who have converted to Christianity.
The former Mission of Paris, today operating under the name Community of
Churches in Mission (CEVAA ), has developed a theological empowerment tool. It
proposes that two people should facilitate leaming, an enabler (facilitator) and a resource
person (specialist). The specialist provides the content. He or she inputs relevant
mformafion, scienfific and theorefical references. The enabler provides the form and
stmcture that will facilitate the group work. In the seminar proposed for this smdy, 1
acted as enabler, and the guest speakers who shared about their faith and culmre were the
specialists.
The impact of theological empowerment of the laity can operate tangible and
fmitfiil changes in the life of the church. In a context with no possibility of formal
seminary training, members can be equipped through this method to become more
efficient in ministry. Such a program can provide a strong biblical and theological
support to evangelism and outreach and thereby release more "sent ones" into the mission
field. Snyder sums the simation well with these words:
The entire Christian community, including each local Christian assembly,
should be theologically aware. Each community of believers should be
engaged in theological reflection not necessarily formally or in leaming
the jargon or subtleties of academic theology, but in becoming aware of
God's overall plan for creation and in seeing concepmal growth as part of
spirimal growth. We need more "lay" theologians, rank-and-file Christians
who understand and can share profoundly about God and his work in us,
preferably in simple language. Here theology and evangelism come
together. (184)
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Snnilarly, Michael Slaughter comments that the New Testament church formed its people
m the church, thus functioning as a seminary. The church "raised up the laity from the
mside and mmed them loose on the outside" (82-83). John Wesley was successfiil in such
an enterprise. Today many independent churches in Africa grow in this fashion. The
participants in the w orkshop hav e at least one tool they know well, and that is their own
faith story. Their toolbox can be expanded simply by taking their everyday hfe
opportunities and tuming them into tools with which they are comfortable.
Contextualization of a Faith Story
In chapter 4 1 gathered the participants' contributions into several categories, one
of them being entitled theology/belief and another as dialogue points. Instead of doing a
quantitati\ e presentation ofmy findings, 1 preferred to report the words and phrases that
represented and summarized the longer narratives:
� Differences and similarities between faiths;
� Points of possible dialogue and exchange;
� Concepts participants listed�Grace, law, love; lack of grace;
� Sin and salvation;
� Revisited Scripmre;
� Practices for sharing points�fasting/prayer; eating sacrificed food;
� Trinity, God, incamation-reincamation; and,
� All three religions have Jesus.
The list above reveals that the members were able to capture some basic
principles of gospel communication. They listed points of contact such as prayer and
fasting. They found themes that were in common and could open lines of communication.
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but tbey also detected wbat was lacking, for example sin and salvation. They also found
grace and love lacking and proposed that these were gifts that Christians had to share.
The revelation of this interfaith encounter was the discovery that Jesus was a common
figure to all three religions. 1 sensed that this discovery that would give the participants
some bright ideas ofbridging culmres. A few wondered why the Muslims were waiting
for the remm of Jesus and not that of their prophet Mohamed. The Hindus had an
admiration for Jesus and considered him as a model, but he was added to the other gods. 1
observed that the group was curious about finding ways to use these connection points.
In the posttest open-ended questions, the members expressed their need to be
more effective in their witnessing, and that would only be possible if they could better
understand the other culmres. One person in the age group of 50-59 wrote, "I am willing
to go wherever God sends me,. . . but I would definitely need to leam more about the
people I go to so as to be able to reach out in a more effective way." This type of
comment came up frequently in discussions and in the data gathered. From the same
group, another expressed how she had leamed skills of sharing "without offending the
other, and 1 would like to speak the same language as they do so as to win them to
Christ." After the seminar 1 observed that the most common word used was understand
as compared to pre-seminar where the expectation was rather to obtain knowledge. In
Creole and French, the word for understand is comprendre, meaning to have a handle on
or grasp.
A small discussion took place in the focus group after one member said that the
most important thing was love: "We needed to love God and love our neighbor as
ourselves. This is what Jesus said." The lively discussion was about the meaning of love.
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One person remembered discussing tbe text of 1 Corinthians 9:19-23. The focus group
members thought the two connected well, and it was teaching us to leam to contexmalize
the gospel message. To love the one that is different means finding the right language to
speak. Livermore writes, "Culmral intelligence helps us express love more authentically.
But love is the driving point, and ultimately, love can't be lived out in books and
joumals. Love is lived out up close" {Cultural Intelligence: Improving Your 3145-
46). The interfaith encounter opened possibilifies for members to find ways to make
mission become a sharing of love in real-life terms.
The awareness that dialogue is possible and points of contact have been idenfified
is registered at 16.66 percent in the posttest open-ended question (see Table 4.9, p. 87).
The expression of that finding in terms of content was referred to in the list above (see
page 125) and the discussion that followed. However, 1 cannot assess whether the
members have reached a place where they really have gained some skill in
contexmalizing the message. All 1 have is their awareness and their excitement. They
have expressed a desire to find means of crossing over to other culmres, and how "To be
in the other person's shoes," and as one person wrote. The participants appear to have
moved one step in the right direction.
In Chapter 2 1 drew attention to the translatabihty ofthe Christian Scripmre.
Sanneh makes the contrast between Islam and Christianity and their attimde toward
translation. Christianity encourages translation of its sacred text, whereas Islam holds
onto Arabic as the exclusive language of their text (211-16). This fact became apparent in
the exchange during the seminar. It became a very animated discussion point, especially
when the participants leamed from the guest speakers that the four gospels were not
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genuine and not God given. In my own teaching intervention, 1 used the translatabihty of
the Bible to challenge the members to translate themselves into a gospel that is
understood in the other person's context, just as the Word became flesh and entered the
human context. Literamre reviewed in Chapter 2 supports the dynamic present in the
seminar. Certainly, a few participants thought that Christianity should not interfere with
other religions, since all are children of God. The majority have expressed the desire to
be respectfiil, but at the same time they felt compelled to be missionary. In general, the
tendency ofthe participants' responses and interactions leaned more toward Inclusivist or
Exclusivist positions, but definitely not in agreement with the Pluralist. The participants
would not have adopted the position ofHick and the vagueness of his understanding of
God.
The reason for listing contexmalization as a finding is not based so much on its
presence but due to its absence in the smdy results. The lack of competency to
contexmalize, whether in the local Presbyterian church in particular or in the Maurifian
church in general, is evident. 1 included a short time of small group work in the seminar
to get the participants to fmd ways of reformulafing the concept ofSon ofGod The aim
was to find other ways to tell about Jesus without using the term Son ofGod. This
exercise was found to be difficuh and very stretching. Brown has six ways of translating
that term and he tells how the gospel writer Luke interpreted the term in his work.
Chrisfians on the island have a great task ahead in breaking away from either theological
cliches or even classical biblical terms, and to find new, contemporary, and local ways to
communicate effectively. At this point in time, the study results show quite some
hesitation from the participants conceming relinquishing the classical theological
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reasoning so as to move towards a perspective such as that proposed by Aleaz in the
literamre review ("Wimessing Christ" 107). Members ofthe church need to make a
deliberate attempt to discover what is so distinctive in the Indo-Mauritian practice and
behef, and they would have to do this discernment through the lens ofHinduism. Only
then can they find ways to relate better with that particular culmre. However, this
endeavor must not lead to syncretism.
The theological framework supporting this research claims that God is Trinitarian,
and as such communicates by stepping into our context. Peskett and Ramachandra claim
that mission finds its root in the Trinity, the God whom we worship as Father, Son and
Holy Spuit (11). God comes as a Savior, and as Holy Spirit, present in a mission that
sends people out to carry God's love to all humankind. The seminar proposed a smdy of
John's prologue, 1 Corinthians 9:19-23, and Philippians 2 as models of incamational
ministry.
Contexmalizing Christ's message is a challenge to a church that sees models of
other churches that are replicas of the North and West. Not much contexmal reflection is
done. The churches are usually satisfied with songs in the local language but have been
skeptical and, at times, even resistant to the New Testament being translated into Creole.
Constmcting local theology is not on the churches' agenda. The impact of the Occident
theology and practice is very strong. To ask the participants to translate themselves into
good news for their neighbor is an enormous challenge but the aim of the workshop was
to submit that challenge to the participants. This smdy sought to discover whether an
inter-religious dialogue could create enough interest for our church members to initiate
reflection on how to build bridges with other culmres by contexmalizing the faith story.
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The experience appears to have created some interest. One component ofthe workshop
was to deal with ethnocentrism. Rynkiewich comments that contexmalization is the
opposite of ethnocentrism (24). IfMauritian Christians deal with the issue of
ethnocentrism with some success, then the task of translating the gospel message and
themselves in local terms may fmd some beginnings.
Implications of the Findings
The smdy has taken place in a multifaith and muhiculmral country. The
experience observed was an encounter of religions. The smdy indicated that dialogue can
be organized in a healthy fashion and such an exercise can produce positive outcomes. In
today's complex world, which is rapidly changing in terms of culmral make up, this smdy
contributes by encouraging people to venmre exchanges with respect and to become
learners and listeners of stories. In similar contexts where formal Bible school or
seminary training is not available or has access difficulties, this smdy has proposed that
church members can do theological leaming in their everyday life setting. Such a method
of leaming would be able to consider culmrally sensitive tools and would accommodate
itself to the pertinent and relevant agenda of the church or organization.
In the field ofmission smdy in Mauritius, this smdy contributes to the beginning
of a process of contexmalizafion. It did not demonstrate that the participants became
experts, but it revealed that something had sparked their desire to contexmalize their faith
story. This smdy can be improved to contribute to a better contexmalization ofthe gospel.
Participants may find their belief challenged and experience a time of crisis. They
may discover their weaknesses, but they will benefit by experiencing personal growth. To
keep on developing similar programs implies that good leadership is required and the
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preparation for sueh an encounter be taken very seriously. 1 believe that such an
expenence and the form of leaming as proposed in this smdy will bring changes to
participants in terms of shift in their attimdes and behavior.
Limitations of the Study
This smdy was done in a specific church on the multiculmral island ofMauritius.
The church chosen was the Presbyterian Church. 1 did have some contact at the initial
stages with another denomination that helped me review the survey questionnaire.
How e\ er. all the churches have their own specificity and theological positions. Thus, the
dynamics of an interreligious encounter may vary from church to church. The setting was
on an island where the participants are a very small minority in a complex multiculmral
and multifaith society made up of a majority ofHindus and to a lesser extent, Muslims.
The political and social context may have some implications here that are not present
elsewhere.
The smdy made use of a live encounter experience with guest speakers from two
major religions. They may not reflect the views of their coreligionists elsewhere in other
countries.
The workshop was too compact. The sessions were spread over a week. This
period was too short to have sufficient impact on the participants, if a researcher were to
use quantitative instmments such as the Likert-type survey implemented in this research.
Unexpected Observations
My first negative observation came at the very start of the smdy on the first day of
the seminar. I was taken aback at the glaring absence of the youth who are known to the
church as being mission minded. 1 was also surprised at the level of mission experience
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ofthe participants based on their mission profile, a happy and agreeable surprise this
time. Perception can be so deceptive. 1 was not aware that the level ofmission experience
ofthe church members would be so high.
1 had a hard time trying to make sense of some ofthe scoring. 1 did not expect
contradictions in the way people responded to the survey questions, but that seemed to
have been the case. The time given to do this research did not allow for ftirther inquiry
conceming some ofthe contradictions. However, one was explained, that is, participants
scored themselves lower in the posttest because they discovered that they were mistaken
about their mission knowledge and had therefore over estimated their competence.
The Research Reflection team that supported my smdies invested themselves
totally in the workshop and seemed to be more excited than the participants. Their whole
hearted involvement and support was a very agreeable surprise.
Recommendations
My first recommendation would be that such a smdy be extended over a longer
period with the use of a more qualitative approach, such as more open-ended questions,
interviews, and possibly more focus groups. The smdy can be improved by gathering
more information on the culmral environment of the members to understand the sample
group's diversity and experience better.
I would love to see a similar experience attempted with another church or
Christians from several churches and compare with this study. A new research would
strengthen or challenge the findings of this one, and would, 1 hope, bring out new ones.
As far as attempting to constmct local theologies, such an experience with pastors and
other professionals would contribute to sparking off an exciting project. For the sake of
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solid theological foundations, leading the local churches to maturity as well as for a more
relevant mission enterprise, 1 believe sueh an experience would certainly contribute
positively.
Another recommendation would be to test sueh an experience with the youth
either of our own church or from several other churches. Firstly, such a smdy would
simate where this generation finds itself in a pluralistic society, and secondly, it would
contribute to prepare a younger generation ofChristians for a twenty-first cenmry
mission force. The mission profile established at the start ofthe workshop showed that
the age groups of 50 and above were the ones with some cross-culmral experience. The
vision and understanding of the generation that comes after that age group of 50, needs to
be analyzed and addressed. Quesfions for fiimre research could be about the issues of
materialism and postmodemism upon the acmal young generation in the context of
mission. Further inquiry may wish to address the theme of call to mission today, and is
the response more short term programs, or is it still life time commitment.
Finally, I was limited in knowledge of statistics and being assisted by someone
from the conception of the project would have been of tremendous help. This research
was a solo enterprise for obvious reason. The next research would fare better by
constmcting a research team with complementary competences.
Postscript
1 have grown up fascinated by culmres. In my many years of serving the Lord, 1
have encountered people from all kinds of religious backgrounds. These two elements
come together giving me a passion for the people around me who have amazing traditions
and customs, as well as a thirst to seek the divine. Thirdly, I love the people I serve. I feh
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that 1 could contribute to their spiritual growth and at the same time hopefully pour in
their hearts the same passion 1 hav e for mission. This smdy brings together all of these.
After the seminar, 1 was overwhelmed by the excitement ofthe participants. 1 was
surprised to fmd that same excitement sixteen weeks later. Two young people have gone
off in a mission trip. The members are connecting with neighbors, friends and colleagues
through conversations they never thought possible before. Some have discovered that
their neighbor practiced a religion they did not know existed. Some have demonstrated
culmre and faith sensitivity in their preaching. One has started a hospital ministry. A
small parish in a village has equipped hself with DVDs to share this mission with other
members. 1 praise God Almighty for that.
1 am excited at how much 1 have gained and leamed from this smdy. 1 am
interested in exploring more in the field of anthropology. 1 have discovered the joy of
focus group and can see this tool playing an important role in my ministry. 1 see new
vistas open up. The Lord has given me tools to equip his people and to encourage them to
be more effective in the use of their gifts.
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APPENDIX A
THE CULTURAL SENSITIVITY QUESTIONNAIRE #1
Cultural Sensitivity QUESTIONNAIRE #1 |
cuillcz cochcr dans la colonnc a rcxtreme droitc la valcur corrcspondant a votrc appreciation pour chacune dcs
declarations suivantes :
Queslion
#
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
� 2 3 4 5
Strongly
Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly
agree
1 I enjoy listening to non-Western music. 1 2 3 4 5
-) I know the arts, music, and culhiral dances of other cultures around
me. 2 3 4 5
3 I enjoy interacting with people of other faiths. 1 2 3 4 5
4
I know the cultural values and religious beliefs of other cultures
around me. 2 3 4 5
5
I am conscious of cultural differences and adjust myself so as not to
cause offense. 1 2 3 4 5
6 I know the golden rule ofmany faith communities. 1 2 3 4 5
7
1 vary my style of speaking and words 1 use when I interact with those
of other faiths. 1 2 3 4 5
8
I am curious and therefore inquire about the meaning of ceremonies
and rituals I am invited to attend. 2 3 4 5
9 I do not like to watch TV or live programs of other cultures or faiths. 1 2 3 4 5
10
I do not explore more about new things I discover about other
religions.
2 3 4 5
11 I would not enjoy living in a new culture overseas. 1 2 3 4 5
12
I am not sure how to act when I am around people of different cultures
and faiths.
2 3 4 5
13
I make sure I have the correct cultural or religious knowledge when
interacting with people fi-om different cultures/faith.
2 3 4 5
14
I do not know how other religious communities organize their
marriage systems.
2 3 4 5
15
I wear clothes that would more or less fit/match with cultural and
religious functions I attend.
2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly
Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly
agree
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16 Pensez-vous que c'est important de participer personnellemeni dans la mission de Dieu? Veuillez
expliquer pourquoi ou pourquoi pas. Do you think it is important to participate personally in
God's mission? Please explain why or why not.
17 Desirez-vous servir, au pays ou meme ailleurs, dans la mission aupres de personnes de culture
differente. d'une sous-culture, ou de foi differente? Veuillez expliquer pourquoi ou pourquoi pas.
Do you have a desire to serve in mission to people of a different culture, subculture, or faith,
locally or even elsewhere? Please explain why or why not.
Source: Livermore and Van Dyne from the Culmral Intelligence Center, pdf
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APPENDIX B
THE CULTURAL SENSITIVITY QUESTIONNAIRE #2
Cultural Sensitivity QUESTIONNAIRE #2 | 1
\-cuillc2 cochcr dans la colonnc a Tcxtrcmc droitc la valcur corrcspondant a votrc appreciation pour chacune dcs
declarations sui\ antes
Queslion
#
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly
Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly
Agree
1 I enjoy listening to non-Western music. 1 2 3 4 5
-> I know the arts, music, and cultural dances of other culhires around me. 1 2 3 4 5
3 I enjoy interacting with people of other faiths. 1 2 3 4 5
4
I know the cultural values and religious beliefs of other cultures around
me. 1 2 3 4 5
5
I am conscious of cultural differences and adjust myself so as not to
cause offense. 1 2 3 4 5
6 I know the golden rule ofmany faith communities. 1 2 3 4 5
7
I vary my sr> le of speaking and words I use when I interact with those of
other faiths. 2 3 4 5
8
I am curious and therefore inquire about the meaning of ceremonies and
rituals I am invited to attend. 2 3 4 5
9 I do not like to watch TV or live programs of other cultures or faiths. 1 2 3 4 5
10 I do not explore more about new things I discover about other religions. 2 3 4 5
11 I would not enjoy living in a new culture overseas. 1 2 3 4 5
12
I am not sure how to act when I am around people of different cultures
and faiths.
2 3 4 5
13
I make sure I have the correct cultural or religious knowledge when
interacting with people from different cultures/faith.
2 3 4 5
14
I do not know how other religious communities organize their marriage
systems.
2 3 4 5
15
I wear clothes that would more or less fit/match with cultural and
religious functions I attend.
2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly
Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly
agree
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Comment ce seminaire a-t-il augmente, si tel est le cas, votre desir de participer personnellemeni
dans la mission de Dieu? How has this seminar strengthened, if al all, your desire to participate
personally in God's mission?
Comment ce seminaire a-t-il augmente, si tel est le cas, votre desir de servir, au pays ou meme
ailleurs, dans la mission aupres de personnes de culture differente, d'une sous-culture, ou de foi
differente? How has this seminar strengthened, if at all, your desire to serve in mission to people
of a different culture, subculture, or faith locally, or even elsewhere?
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APPENDIX C
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS
(Translated from French)
Dear
Thank you for accepting to participate in this experience. Thank you for so
w illingly accepting to contribute to my dissertation research. My research is about how
the members of our church live and share their faith in a muhifaith and muhicultural
nation. You w ill help me fmd ways of contexmalizing our gospel message.
It is important you attend all sessions, and be puncmal.
As a sign ofmy appreciation, 1 am inviting you to the workshop in a pleasant
environment. City Club, in Port Louis. Meals will be provided.
Here are the dates:
Friday 7 September at 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.. including dinner buffet
Samrday 8 September at 9:30 a.m. to about 4 p.m., including lunch
Sunday 16 September, we start with lunch at noon to end around 4 p.m.
You will fmd attached a small exercise to do in preparation. You do not have to
hand it in. It is not a test but only meant to prepare you. Please commit yourself to this
reflection exercise.
We will be hosting guest speakers who will share their faith stories with us.
Please welcome them and be respectful even though you may not share their opinions and
convictions. Your interaction with them and inquiries are most welcome. Please do that
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in a respectfiil manner. Be inquisitive, leam as much as you can in the limited time, but
do not enter in debates.
Your name will not appear at all in the dissertation. Any written material handed
over to me will bear an index number. 1 will not be able to match the index number to
your name. Your responses to any written exercise will not be shared with anyone and
w ill be destroyed at the end of the dissertation requirements.
Once again, 1 really appreciate your help.
Best regards.
Pastor Rodney Curpanen
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APPENDIX D
THE STAGES OF THE STUDY
The plan may be schematized in the following stages:
Pretest�Discover where one is in terms of culmrayfaith knowledge, motivation,
and behavior using the researcher-designed questionnaire.
1 . Intervention
� Experiencing one's life simation and worldview
� Understanding worldviews so as to remove prejudices
� Encountering so as to understand the other
� Evaluating, re-engaging convictions (teaching interventions)
� Integrating new knowledge (teaching intervention-interactions)
" Developing new approaches
2. Posttest�Using the same researcher-designed questionnaire
3. Time of assimilation and implementation of new leaming
4. Focus Group�Interviews to discover the experiences lived in the encounter
of text and context, how participants processed the experience, and what
element or elements were more helpful.
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APPENDIX E
THE CONTENTS OF THE SEMINAR SESSIONS
Session 1�Our convictions. Participants read Psalm 139, did their own notes. They
explored the following: Who is God to you? What is God's namre and character? What is
the namre of humanity? What happens after death? How do we know what is right and
what is wrong? What is the significance of history? What is the driving force in your life?
Session 2�Ethnocentrism. Homework�define culmre.
Session 3�Guest speakers on Islam
Session 4�Intimacy with God (devotion). Followed by worldview and culmre. Trinity,
and missio Dei.
Session 5�Guest speakers on Hinduism
Session 6�Group work on processing what they have gathered from the two religions.
Session 7�Bible texts for group work. Colossians 1:15-22; 1 Corinthians 9:19-23;
John's prologue; Philippians 2
Session 8�Contexmalizing the gospel; power of personal faith story; how o we reshape
our views and mission practices (plenary discussion).
HANDOUTS�notes from guest speakers, Hans Kung World Rehgions.
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APPENDIX F
LETTER TO GUEST SPEAKERS, ISLAM, AND HINDUISM
Dear Dr. and Pandit
,
Thank you for accepting to share with us the essentials of your faith and religious practices
on Friday, 7 September at 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
P^^dit on Samrday, 8 September at 1p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
As per our conversation, 1 am expecting another member or even two to accompany you to sharetheir own understanding and how they practice what you preach. We would appreciate if you
would include a woman.
If for any reason you are unable to come, 1 would appreciate you appoint someone of your
caliber. I am depending very much on this encounter.
You represent the scholar/clergy/theologian/leader of your religious community; the other
persons represent the followers.
Those attending from my side are all non-clergy, although some pastors may attend because they
accompany members (chauffeur!).
There may be aroimd 40.
Please help us understand what you believe and how your express that (Divinity, humanity, moral
values, spirimality, the concept of authority, history, environment. Whatever. These are my ideas;
you may have others)
I am givmg you 90 minutes, but you are free to use less. This includes interaction time.
The Presbyterian Church belongs to the Protestant-Reformed family. The beginning of the
Mauritian church goes way back to Rev Jean Le Brun, 1814.
The venue is City Club, Anglo-Mauritius, 8* floor. There will be parking available in St. Jean
church, La Poudriere street, or the Anglo-Mauritius parking. Tell the attendant it is for a function
at City Club.
Dr , you are most welcome to share dinner with us, the restaurant has assured me it serves
halal.
Pandit, you are most welcome to join us at noon for lunch. Please let us know your dietary
preference.
1 wish to express my deep appreciation for your help. This is extremely important to me, and 1
recognize the value of your sacrifice to assist me.
Best regards
Rodney Curpanen
Mail me or call me for any questions you may have, if things are unclear
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